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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Copy of letter sent to SEC, esc, Minister Ambrose and. Windsor Star 
2 messages 

Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 12:47 PM 
To: admin@cenbiotecnlnc.com, ealtor@mmj.today 

Hello - here is a copy of the letter I emailed to the above this afternoon. 

I have been a shareholder since February of 2014, and have steadily increased my position with the company 
the more I learned about the company's plans and the integrity and accomplishments of Bill Chabaan and the 
Board of Directors. From day one, I have read very misleading falsehoods on the stock message boards Yahoo 
and Investors Hub - that the company wasn't really building anything and time after time I saw photographs and 
concrete evidence that the company was following through with everything that they claimed to be pursuing. 

When PHOT. which I had also invested in. was halted by the SEC. I was extremely impressed with the speed 
with which Bill Chabaan severed all ties with PHOT. To me, it reflected the integrity of the company. 

As the months unfolded, the construction was completed, another facility in Lakeshore was purchased and neYIIS 
of the inspection and the actual report that stated there were only two minor de~iciencies that were immediately 
fixed again reinforced to me that this was a company that delivered on its promises. According to Health 
Canada's own timelines. the license issuance should have been within a few WEEKS of the positive inspection. 
Yet month after month passed, with other companies being granted provisional and full licenses. I kept 
wondering, why not CEN BIOTECH? 

Then the Lakeshore fiasco transpired in the late fall. I watched the meeting on a live stream and just was 
shocked that the town would vote to change the zoning and essentially stab a company in the back. Against the 
advice of a paid advisor who told them not to change the zoning. After welcoming the company publicly to the 
town. watching the building progress, the town suddenly was swayed to change its zoning because a group of 
abutters at the 11th hour complained that they had been kept in the dark. Really? All the information was public 
and announced in press conferences, building permits were filed, information sessions were held, and the 
construction happened right in front of them. And then town voted to send a letter to Health Canada asking them 
not to issue the license to the company. How is this legal? 

When the bashing articles authored by Matt Finston, Chris Perry and Alan Brochstein started, I couldn't believe 
that a group of so-called financial experts would risk their own reputation to smear and libel a company when it 
was so obvious that these "writers" were not basing anything on actual facts. 

When Grant Robertson chimed in with his horribly libelous articles filled with innuendoes and unnamed sources, I 
watched in horror as the stock price dropped and dropped. Interestingly Robertson has written 12 negative 
articles on CEN BIOTECH yet did not even address the recent recall of contaminated medical marijuana that 
was shipped to patients by a licensed producer. No one is even allowed to post a comment on his libelous 
articles to refute the lies that he spews out. I'd like to know who is benefiting financially by these libelous articles 
that have hammed the stock price and smeared the reputation of the company. 



The ultimate event for me was when Grant Robertson was leaked infonnation from Stephan Shank of Health 
Canada AGAINST ITS OWN PRIVACY POLICY on February 13th and published an article announcing this on 
February 14th before the company was even infonned. I thought finally justice will prevail and these unethical 
people would be called out and Cen Biotech would finally receive the license it deserved. But nothing happened. 

It is quite apparent to me that there are either political forces or an enemy with very deep pockets and 
connections who are detennined to stall and destroy the dreams of Creative Edge NutritioniCEN Biotech. The 
actions of Lakeshore. Health Canada. the so-called joumalists and paid bashers and politicians have crushed the 
stock price and the hopes and dreams of many investors who. like me. have recognized the potential of this 
company and trust in the integrity of Bill Chabaan and the excellent team of people he has lined up. 

I keep thinking that someone will step in and call out the lies of these so-called journalists and force Lakeshore 
to maintain the zoning with which the company built the facility and that Health Canada will step up to the plate 
and issue the license the company deserves. 

I implore the proper authorities to investigate the events that have transpired and discover who is behind this 
horrendously unfair and unethical treatment of a company that has so much potential and has done everything 
by the book. I hold all my shares and I still believe in the vision and potential of this company. 

Very truly yours. 

Shareholder 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sun. Mar 29.2015 at 1:18 PM 
.. . -

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: Marcn ~~. ~u Iv CII. .,.-,., .-0_ .. J! EDT 
To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com. editor@mmj.today 
Subject: Copy of letter sent to SEC, OSC, Minister Ambrose and Windsor Star 

[Quoted text hidden] 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Personal concerns over media manipulation of CEN Biotech Inc. 
2 messages 

_ _ _ Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 9:19 PM 
To: "Icisangeles@sec.govlt <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 
Cc: Itdbattagello@windsorstar.com" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com>, "editor@mmj.today" <editor@mmj.today>, 
"admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To \fvhom it May Concern, 

I am writing this email to bring to light my own concerns in relation to the bad press and what I believe to be 
intentional manipulation of facts, by several internet personalities, surrounding the activities of Creative Edge 
Nutrition Inc. and CEN Biotech Inc. I myself have been a shareholder invested in Creative Edge Nutrition Inc. 
(FITX) for over a year now. I'm a resident of Ontario and a university student in my 4th year. My personal interest 
in the company Creative Edge Nutrition Inc. began because of their unique transparency to their shareholders in 
a budding industry. This was the initial push that drove me to open an investment account. I have done 
thousands of hours of research on this company and I have been gathering information on the various of 
operation in the United States, Canada and worldwide (including possible clients for future mergers). My 
confidence in the company has not been affected, but I have witnessed concerted efforts and attacks to 
manipulate investors in FITX. The stock FITX was the first stock I ever purchased and I still own it to this day. 
In my household (3-roommates plus myself) there are 3-shareholders of FITX. The company, board of directors 
and employees have released all information in realistic time frames, where capable, as per my knowledge. 
Several media sources have been releasing information containing sensitive information and information that has 
not yet been released by the company themselves in relation to the application CEN Biotech I nco put forth to 
acquire a license to grow and sell medical marijuana legally in Canada. The media attacks, in addition to several 
individual attacks (by individuals such as Matt Finston, Alan Brochstein, Chris Parry, Grant Robertson and 
others), have caused me, dozens of friends and thousands of investors, who I communicate with daily (on 
Facebook Groups designed to gather information about Creative Edge Nutrition Inc. and CEN Biotech Inc.), 
severe financial loss . 

Several of these individuals of concern, who I believe to have engaged in suspicious and driven activities to 
write biased articles against the company operations and employees, have also engaged in communications with 
Health Canada directly - which could have affected the applicant status of CEN Biotech Inc. 

The media "attacks" driven by Grant Robertson, Chris Parry, Matt Finston and Alan Brochstein have been 
relentless and together these individuals have written over 70 articles that badmouth, distort and manipulate their 
readers into making investment decisions about the stock FITX. These individuals have also contributed to 
personal attacks on the CEO of the company CEN Biotech Inc. (and previously Creative Edge Nutrition Inc.) 
which I have witnessed on F acebook and on other social media platforms such as I Hub, I nvestor's Hangout, 
Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and via many media outlets that have shared the misinformation like wildfire. 

Presently, there has be claimed to be an investigation put forth against the company and I encourage 
investigation of ALL concerned parties. I encourage investigation of the parties who are making investment 
blogs, articles and giving investment opinions related to the company. This stock has been very volatile, but it 
can be noted that every time one of their articles or blogs is released the share price drops. This phenomenon 
can be viewed in one of the http://WVIIW.mmj.today/ articles where a chart is showing that details the daily price 
versus the release of "Bash" articles. These individuals who write almost weekly about the company, in a 



negative light, also utilize social media to scare investors and to drive media opinion against CEN Biotech Inc. 

In November 2014, the company announced the intention to spin-off CEN Biotech Inc. as a wholly-owned 
subsidiary. The new company will be run by CEO Bill Chaaban and Creative Edge Nutrition Inc. will be run by 
CEO James L. Robinson (Focussing on the energy drink Giddy Up). 

The company CEN Biotech Inc. indicated to Health Canada in communication that several media organizations 
had begun an attack on them that I would argue is contributing to finanCial, psychological and physiological 
duress to the investors who have held FITX in the past year (present or past). My concern is to protect my 
investment, my friend's investments and to ensure that all concerned parties are effectively investigated for their 
intentional bias. 

Please consider my concerns and consider an investigation into the actions of the parties targeting Creative 
Edge Nutrition Inc. and CEN Biotech Inc. 

Sincerely, 

~dmin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 4:03 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 9: 19:01 PM EDT 
To: Iflosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" 
<inquiries@o~1" ,.. ....... -:--.. ":'~:> 
Cc: r 

SUDJect: Personal concerns over media manipulation of CEN Bioteci'. iiiC. 

(Quoted text hidden] 
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Cen Biotech 
2 messages 

To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries(gJusc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com 
Cc: dbattagello@windsorstar.com, editor@mmj.today 

To Whom it may concern, 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 10:49 PM 

I am long-term investor in Creative Edge Nutrition and its subsidiary Cen Biotech (FITX), and in full 
support of the company. I started investing in FITX shortly after Bill Chaaban became CEO. Never 
have I seen such enthusiasm and positive results in a CEO. Bill Chaaban, has been transparent, open, 
and honest to the concerns of shareholders, who continue to be impressed with his leadership. 

But I am very concerned that it has been reported that the OCS is investigating about the 
unwarranted and vicious attacks against the Company, Bill Chabban and other vocal Shareholders. 
What I don't understand is why the likes of Matt Finston, Chris Parry (two bloggers and writers) and 
Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail just to name a few are relentlessly allowed to attack Cen
Biotech and Bill Chaaban with their half-truths and outright vicious lies. I'd like to see the OSC widen 
its scope of investigation to the very real idea of a conspiracy to defame and defraud Cen Biotech 
Inc. 

I understand the risk of investing in the OTC market, but that risk should be within the companies 
own workings of whether it succeeds or fails, our risk should not be from con men, thieves, 
criminals that can easy manipulate a company and its share price. 

God Bless 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 4:15 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 10:49:41 PM EDT 
To: <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Cc: <dbattagello@windsorstar.com>, <editor@mmj.today> 
Subject: Cen Biotech 

[Quoted text hidden] 



We need your help 
1 message 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 10:21 PM 

To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
"admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, "Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca" 
<Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca>, "dbattagello@windsorstar.com" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com>, "editor@mmj.today" 
<editor@mmj.today> 

- -
I am shareholder of CEN BIOTECH (OTC MARKET TICKER: FITX) & have been since Cen 
Biotech has first entered the MMJ space. 
I write to you because of the false press that has unfortunately found its' way to some of the 
mainstream outlets, causing a lot of negative attention and threats to not only the company 
itself but also to their investors. It is also causing thousands of investors to suffer and it's not 
due to any company wrong doings .I have listed those responsible for the organized attacks, 
as they're not shy about it. 
Please investigate not only their articles but their social media 
engagements as well. 
those who continue correlate & lead such an attack are: 

Seeking Alpha's blogger,& FaceBook regular, Matthew Finston , 
Twitter regular, HotStocks &The Stockhouse blogger, (whq has direct ties with Cen 

Biotech's would be competition) Chris Parry 
the founder of 420 Investor, Alan Brochstein (who has direct ties with Cen Biotech's 

would be competition) 
Canadian Author of the respected Globe and Mail, Grant Robertson. 

I have & continue to - witness the intentional , false reporting , on Cen Biotech along with 
watching our CEO, Bill Chaaban endures having his words twisted (by the mentioned 
above), threatened with violence and smeared with racists remarks. Even I ,myself ,am 
forced to watch tirelessly, as i'm being harassed & monitored (by the mentioned above). 
Yes that's correct. All because I too invest in Cen Biotech. We , (myself along with 
thousands of other Cen Biotech's investor's) are being harassed, watched, accused, and 
taunted on a daily basis. They I (individuals mentioned above) have even gone as far as 
labeling us "The Cult" and even go as far as to publish this "label" in their articles, that are 
reaching thousands of investors. 

I also write to you , in regards to what is happening in the town I that Cen Biotech , was built 
in .... Lakeshore, Canada. 
This is the part I really find odd & it is the ammo that is fueling the mentioned above. I have 
provided an interesting timeline for you to possibly investigate. ( please see attachment). 

Now this company is under investigation , which I as a knowledgeable shareholder, 
welcome but I also beg that Lakeshore Council and their Mayor, Tom Bain are also 
investigated as there is truly corruption against Cen Biotech happening ,as we speak. 
Please help protect the innocent and help the businesses that are trying to build and create 



jobs to stabilize communities but have to fight dirty politicians and corrupt media exposure. 

Thank you for your time and I pray that someone looks into this , fairly quickly as it's hurting 
good folks. 
God Bless . 
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Cen Biotech Inc. 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 10:25 PM 
To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 

To whom it may concern, 

I am a shareholder of Creative Edge Nutrition/Cen Biotech Inc., (FITX). I have been holding 
shares for almost 3 years now and have utmost confidence in the Company, it's Board of 
Directors and Staff. 
I have performed hour upon hour of Due Diligence on this Company and all parties involved. 
I am aware of all claims, in my opinion false, made against the Company and Bill Chaaban. 
It literally sickens me. When anyone makes a claim of being "the biggest" or the "best", 
detractors (competition) will do what they can to diminish (attack) that claim, as is the case 
with most businesses. But considering all of the directions the attacks are coming from, Le. 
The Globe and Mail's Grant Robertson, Matt Finston, Chris Parry and Alan Brockstein 
(stock bloggers), the complete "about face" of the Town of Lakeshore and Mayor Tom Bain, 
to name a few, screams COLLUSION to me. 
The Company received a "Ready to Build" letter from Health Canada which, according to 
the HC Regulations, means that the Company has everything in place, to include the local 
Municipal permits and approval to build the proposed facility ..... period. The Facility was built 
and finally inspected on July 31,2014. The Inspector's Conclusion states: "Based on the 
information provided during the inspection, the applicant will be ready and able to meet the 
requirements of the M M PR provided that the deficiencies noted during the inspection debrief 
meeting are addressed. A re-inspection may be required to assess the security measures 
for the full scale growing pods once construction is complete." The 2 deficiencies were 
minor and immediately addressed. As for the "security measures for the full scale growing 
Pods", it is unclear as to whether a re-inspection was actually required or even addressed 
by Health Canada. The Facility now sits in limbo, eight months later. 
The biggest impact of denying Cen Biotech the license needed to conduct their business are 
the Patients of Canada and as Cen Biotech has applied for Export, other parts of the world. 
The Cen Biotech Staff are renowned for their expertise, dedication and experience in 
researching, developing and formulating/compounding medication and remedies for 
treatment in several areas that cannabis has also been proven to provide positive results. 
I believe that Cen Biotech would be one of the major contributors and pioneers in the 
development of a natural treatment, without negative side effects, should they be "allowed" 
to do so. 

Respectfully, 



The infonnation transmitted is intended only for the person 
or entity to 'Nhich it is addressed and may contain 
proprietary, business-confidential and/or privileged material. 
If you are not the intended reCipient of this message you are 
hereby notified that any use, review, retransmission, dissemination, 
distribution, reproduction or any action taken in reliance upon 
this message is prohibited. If you received this in error, please 
contact the sender and delete the material from any and all 
computers and other devices. 

Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual 
sender and may not necessarily reflect the views of the company. 

Admin CEN <Ariminta>cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin fOlWSrded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 10:25:43 PM EDT 

Man, Mar 30, 2015 at 4: 13 AM 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, Rona.ambrose@par1.gc.ca 

Subject: Cen Biotech Inc. 

[Quoted text hidden] 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Regarding CEN Biotech (Ticker: FITX) 
2 messages 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 10:56 PM 

To: ,ilosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov> I "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
"admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> I "Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca" 
<Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca> 

To whom it may concern: 

It has come to the attention of investors such as myself that the Ontario Securities 
Commission has begun an internal investigation on the CEN Biotech Inc (Ticker: FITX). 
The Ontario Securities Commission has a long-standing history that encourages public 
written communication in regards to companies being investigat~d. Typically, the OSC 
advises stockholders, upon inquiry, whether it would recommend the Commission to enforce 
a "no-action" that does not merit investigation. Under the circumstance's surrounding CEN 
Biotech, many investors believe that the company has fallen victim of several corrupt media 
journalists and paid bashers focusing heavily to destroy an honest and very transparent 
company. There has been no illegal activity or violations from CEN Biotech. 

Though neither statute nor regulation can seemingly impose an obligation to render a "no
action" decision to the Commission, the salient point of this letter is to help provide key 
events that have transpired over the past 6 months, that have grossly misrepresented CEN 
Biotech. 

1. Cen Biotech has fallen victim of Lakeshore's corrupt board members, including but not 
limited to: Mayor Tom Bain, Steve Bezaire, Steve Salmons, and other members who have 
retroactively changed their position regarding marijuana zoning bylaws only AFTER the 
company had built out their facility. More on this can be found here: 
http://www.basher.wiki/cen-biotechs-mmpr-debatel 

2. Several harsh articles regarding CEN Biotech has been written by Grant Robertson from 
the Globe and Mail, Chris Parry from StockHouse.com, and Alan Brochstein, from 
420investors, which has unusually been focused on bashing CEN Biotech almost daily since 
December 27th, 2014. Of note, no other reporter except Grant Robertson or any' news 
agency, except Globe and Mail has ostensibly focused on a company to this degree, 
speculating many investors that there are serious illegal direct or indirect ties with Til ray , a 
competitor of CEN Biotech. Many of Grant's articles can be found here and are 
sensationalized, lack any evidence, and aimed to destroy this company: 
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/authors/grant-robertson 

3. Health Canada as well as Lakeshore, Ontario, (the location of the CEN Biotech facility) 
had given a unanimous green light for CEN Biotech to build their facility in a "ready to build 
letter", long before the completion of the facility. All zoning bylaws were correctly 
documented to build a marijuana facility in an agricultural zone. (which was abruptly revised 



to an industrial zoning long after the completion of the facility) Many aspects of this can be 
found in this article here: http://seekingalpha.com/instablog/822743-rise51/3762426-cen
biotech-the-thin-red-line 

Furthermore, a shareholder had also compiled this video that seemingly shows the corrupt 
and gross misrepresentation of Lakeshore: https:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=SL7CbiPklrU 

4. Bill Chaaban, the company, and investors have been constantly attacked verbally and 
the internet, from bashers via social media outlets such as twitter, facebook, and ihub.com, 
often engaging in serious violations in privacy laws. Many opponents of CEN Biotech have 
relentlessly posted on the internet personal and private information of investors, (including 
myself) address, phone numbers, bank accounts, private photographs, and other 
maliciously intended documentations aimed to suppress and often misrepresent the 
shareholders and the company to their demise. This is not acceptable and a serious 
violation of privacy and professionalism in the financial platform. No other penny stock 
company been so vehemently attacked as CEN Biotech Inc. 

Despite the obvious and often debilitating negative publications of CEN Biotech, investors 
believe Bill Chaaban and the company have been nothing more than transparent in their 
disclosure regarding the company and have been substantially engaged in following every 
rule and regulation by the SEC as well as esc. Investors such as myself ask of you to 
resolve this issue in a no-action process and allow CEN Biotech to hone their energy, time, 
and financial security to advance and build this extraordinary company. We all realize there 
are many opponents to every side of a story, and mature competition is healthy in any 
financial platform. However, the vicious attacks and seemingly orchestrated publications by 
basher media outlets must come to an end, as it is hurting the reputation of the Company 
and thousands of investors daily. 

I thank you for reading this letter and trust that the esc as well as the SEC does not follow 
suit in the biased and grossly misrepresented media bashing articles such as Globe and 
Mail in the prospects of this company's application. 

Respectfully, 

1'.10.. '. 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 4:16 AM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 10:56:02 PM ED I 
To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" 
<inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> t "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenpiotechinc.com>, 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Cen Biotech (FITX) 
5 messages 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 11 :08 AM 
To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
"admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, IIRona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca" 
<Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca>, "dbattagello@windsorstar.com" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com>, "editor@mmj.today" 
<editor@mmj.today> 

To V\lhom it may concern, 

I am US citizen writing to you today as a shareholder in Cen Biotech (FITX). It is time to stand up and have my 
voice heard after relentless coordinated attacks against the credibility of the company and in particular the CEO 
Bill Chaaban. This week I have learned that the OSC is investigating the company as a result of the mis
information being released by those wishing to prevent Cen Biotech from receiving a license from Health 
Canada for the largest state of the art medical marijuana facility in Lakeshore, Canada. I have been 
accumulating shares since October of 2013 on a weekly basis. Since the emergence of the MMJ as a new 
industry I have followed hundreds of start-ups and have invested in more then forty companies over the past two 
years. Today I only hold a positron in Cen Biotech (FITX) as I respect and firmly believe in their mission, 
integrity, and leadership. I have watched since their entrance into the MMJ market as they grew and developed a 
vertically integrated global business that will surely become an industry leader as this sector matures and grows. 
The Board of directors comprised of industry and financial leaders is unlike all others. Having followed, studied 
and researched dozens of companies in this market Cen Biotech has proven themselves time and again, 
implementing their plan with full transparency and commitment to their shareholders. Today this openness and 
integrity is rarely found in the emerging investing market rife with "pump and dump" get rich schemes and 
fraudulent and unscrupulous companies. 

V\lhen Cen Biotech announced their intent to build a world class, state of the art MMJ growing facility in 
Lakeshore they were welcomed with open arms by mayor Tom Bian and Health Canada. Since then Cen Biotech 
has invested and built a multi-million dollar facility and has passed inspection by Health Canada, after following 
all and every requirement, but has yet to receive a license. Since then it appears that the integrity of the 
honorable Mayor and representatives of Health Canada have been compromised by those threatened by 
competition. There has been a coordinated attack from the media and blog posters with dozens upon dozens of 
critical articles full of half truths, innuendos, mis-information and outright slanderous lies. The shear volume has 
been staggering and released with prejudice without fear of reprisal. Leaks from Health Canada to these 
"journalists" have added to the coordinated attack and suspicion of a conspiracy from current established 
competition intent on developing a monopoly in this industry potentially worth billions. 

It is time for the government of Canada, the courts, and the elected officials to stand up for what is right not 
only for Cen Biotech and their investors but especially for those patients that seek relief with quality affordable 
medication. Minimal investigation on your part will more the support my claims. I implore you to do what is right. 

Sincerely 

Sent from my iPad 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 12: 15 PM 
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Media Inquiry 
1 message 

To: Admin CEN <admin@cenbiolecnlnc.com> 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Fri, Mar 13, 2015 at 12:27 PM 

I'm wondering if there is anyone from CEN Biotech who can comment on what's next for the facility in Lakeshore 
now that Health Canada issued a final rejection notice? 

Many in the community, especially neighbours, are concerned about the site. 

I've tried numerous times over the past two weeks reaching out to CEN Biotech's lawyer, Byrne in Essex, and 
he hasn't returned any of my calls. 

Thanks, 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Notice 
2 messages 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Fri, Jan 9, 2015 at 1:39 PM 

You are attempting to acquire insider infonnation from our contractors. If this behavior continues, we will report 
your actions to the U.S. SEC. And they will investigate your trading practices. This can also be construed as 
tortious interference with an economic enterprise. 

Govern yourself accordingly, 

CEN Biotech Inc 

Sun, Jan 11, 2015 at 9:45 PM 
To~ ... s··.·:""i., CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

.~ .. "_": ' .. .... . - .. .. 

Hello, 

My apologies just a concemedinvestor. I have been a long fora while now. I am on the FB group and have been 
invested for over a year. Haven't sold, my average is .023. Once license is granted you will be a powerhouse. 
Until then we have to deal with bs like this article. 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/cloud-of -suspicion-engulfs-firrn-seeking-to-s upply-medical
marijuanalarticle224060861 

Sent from my iPhone 
[Quoted text hidden] 
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Cen Biotech Investigation 
2 messages 

To: "inquines@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiot8chinc.com> 

Sat, Mar 28,2015 at 7:57 PM 

Cc: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, "losangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, 
"Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca" <rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca> I "dbattagello@windsorstar.com" 
<dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 

To Whom it may concem, 

I am a share holder of the company Cen Biotech that trades under the ticker (FITX) 

I am writing this letter of concem, as a share holder of FITX. As It has come to my attention that the OSC is 
conducting an investigation of the company. And I would like to make the statement. That in NO way have I 
felt like I have been miss lead by the company or any of i18 emplQYees in anyway. 

As a share holder for over a year. I feel that I have viewed any and all Public infonnation available. To the best 
of my knowledge to include all Lakeshore council meetings,press releases, interviews and all other infonnation 
conceming Cen Biotech. Starting from this press event held by the Essex Windsor Growth & 
Development Council https:llvimeo.com/83685127 Held Jan. 72014 That encouraged me greatly to 
increase my holdings of FITX stock. To note: the Mayor, Tom Bain of Lakeshore \Yelcoming CEN with open 
anns and his hopes of the industry exploding and expanding. And his comment of looking forward to working 
with Bill Chaaban the CEO of Cen Biotech. 

Since that time, I have watched all of the updates as construction of the facility moved forward to completion. 
And the company's announcement in April 2014. That they had infonned Health Canada, that they were ready 
for the Pre licensing Inspection to be done for the facility. Nearly 4 months later we learned that the inspection 
was finally performed at the end of July 2014 And that the inspector had noted two small deficiency'S (that were 
immediately addressed) and reported that the company was ready to proceed with Operations. 

During this long delay and hold up by Health Canada. The Company and investors saw an ever increasing 
amount of attacks though the Media. And investor message boards across the internet. We 
also saw the 180 degree turn around by the Lakeshore council and the Mayor. Tom Bain. of 
Lakeshore. To my complete disbelief, as to what I was seeing and hearing.l The Council 
completely ignored all advisement of there own town Planner, that had been researching the 
issue in depth. And looking to how other community's were handling the issues involving 
MMPR applicants. The Lakeshore council started to make any and all efforts to Block the 
company from obtaining a License under the MMPR program and to discredit the company. 
A 100% complete change in attitude towards Cen Biotech. They began to interfere with the 
Licensing process. By sending letters to Heath Canada requesting them to withhold and not 
to award the company a license. Then quickly created new Bylaws in November 2014 in an 
attempt to create a non compliance for the already constructed faCility. By requiring MMPR 
producers to only be located in industrial zones .. after approving and permitting the facility to 
be built and located on agricultural lands. With full knowledge of the intent to produce 
Medical Marijuana on the property and the size of the operation that was proposed. All of 
this occurred 7 months after Cen Biotech. had requested the inspection of the facility by 
Heath Canada and to begin operations. 

I have been Appalled and sickened by what I have witnessed. I have Never seen such unscrupulous behavior in 
MY L1FEI The facility remains to this day at a stand still. Approaching a year later, from first requesting an 



inspection of the facility. 

With All the delays I the door opened wide for seemingly, Paid Bashers. (for lack of another word) that began to 
dominate all public message boards about Cen Biotech. for nearly a year now. the same group has been 
actively spreading accusations about Bill Chaaban and the company's intent to fraud investors. NON STOP. and 
quickly deleting and removing any positive information about the company from these boards. And have 
relentlessly spread fear and hate for the company very effectively. The attack on the company though these 
types of vehicles, such as Investor Hub. has greatly effected share value. As the PPS has fallen and investors 
lost of share value. these actions have enlisted more hostile behavior from former share holders that believe in 
all the propaganda spread by media. further effecting the company's share price. A quick look at the posting 
history of many of the ones posting on IHUB will show this behavior. I don't know of anyone that would actively 
post for a year on a company that they dislike? It is not normal behavior to do so. Nor is it normal for a 
publication such as the Globe and Mail to produce rapid fire articles with no balanced view at all. As I have seen 
with 11 + publications seemingly Hell bent on the destruction of Cen biotech. That have been put out by Grant 
Robertson. With him also accusing Health Canada of incompetence in the screening process. That had allowed 
Cen Biotech to get so far in the application process. His odd Obsession with Cen Biotech raises many 
questions in my mind! like he has intentionally been manipulating the stock price though his repeated 
publications about the company. and the odd price movements I have seen, in conjunction with his articles. 
Such as the massive spike in Volume and price I saw in February with no News, in the few days before his 
release of information. About Health Canada sending a letter to CEN Biotech, of the intent to deny them a 
license. Is very suspect.!! Along with many other odd price movements that have surrounded his publications. 
And the effect they have had in pounding the share price down. After showing any gains. 

It is unclear to me, what or who has been behind these attacks. But the intent to derail Cen Biotech. Can not be 
anymore Obvious or Clear! 

It is my sincere HOPE, That a full investigation into the Clear outside Manipulation of Cen Biotech is underway I 
and that the source of these unquestionable Attacks on the company are brought to Swift justice. for all 
effected by it. I 

Once more, I Have no suspicion or feeling that I have been mislead in aav, way fly Mr. 8ill Chaaban or any 
other Person's) Of Ceo Biotech. I 

Thank You, for your time and efforts on this issue. 

Atf~ln CEN <ad",in~---'· ·-~!~c.com> Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 10:42 PM 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29,2015 at 1:57:38 AM GMT+2 
To: "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 
Cc: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, "Iosangeles@sec.gov" 
<Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca" <rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca>, 
"dbattageUo@windsorstar.cQm" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 
Subject:· Cen Biotech Investigation 



Cen Biotech Shareholder Letter 
3 messages 

To: "inquines@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sat. Mar 28, 2015 at 8:25 PM 

Cc: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To whom it may concem, 

It has come to my attention that the esc is currently looking into CEN Biotech. While I respect your 
duty to investigate any circumstances that may seem warranted; I'd like to take this opportunity to bring to your 
attention the one-sided approach some media outlets and specifically author Grant Robertson has taken. 

Since December 20th 2014, Grant Robertson has published 13 articles, equivalent to 1 every week. That 
seems like an unusually high amount and these articles have had a detrimental effect on the share price. While I 
respect the freedom of the press. this seems to be a little extreme and possibly a coordinated attack to 
negatively impact the company and its shareholders. Oddly enough, Grant Robertson seems to somehow be 
getting information from Health Canada before anyone else as evidenced by the leak of sensitive information to 
Grant Robertson. In all of Grant Robertson's articles he slanders the company and CEO Bill Chaaban, often 
making misleading statements and creating outright lies. In all of the articles I have read by Grant Robertson, he 
has yet to have one positive thing to say about the company. It has come to the point that I now expect a new 
bashing article by Grant Robertson every 'Neek, regurgitating the same misleading leading information over and 
over again to make the company look bad. It seems to be an attempt to attack the company and possibly 
manipulate the stock price. I have been a shareholder in this company for over a year. I have spent countless 
hours researching all aspects of the company including the application to Health Canada for a MMPR license. to 
the build out of the facility in Lakeshore, the Board of Directors established by CEO Bill Chaaban, and the 
inspection Health canada made this past July. I am \Yell aware that Mr. Chaaban has sold shares under SEC 
regulations (as Mr. Robertson brings up in all of his articles) to fund the company and I completely support that 
decision. Mr. Chaaban has been completely honest and transparent throughout the entire process and I stand 
behind him 100%. 

If you truly want to investigate the company I encourage you to piease'look at all the other aspects that 
have tried to portray CEN Biotech in a negative light, from the town council of Lakeshore to Grant Robertson at 
the Globe and Mail. The town of Lakeshore willingly accepted Cen Biotech into their town and was proud to have 
them, which can evidently be seen in the \Yelcoming press conference, only to try and retroactively change 
zoning of the property after the facility was already completed. Not only is that illegal, but it shows the complete 
flip-flopping from the town. The toWn council recently proposed a zoning by-law amendment in November, long 
after CEN Biotech's facility was already completed. The intended use of the facility. has been \Yell known for 
quite a while so it seems that CEN Biotech's facility shouldclear1y have "legal non-conforming use" if the by-law 
even gets approved by the county. 

As a shareholder in this company, I stand behind the actions of CEO Bill Chaaban and the entire 
company 100%. Mr. Chaaban has been completely transparent and honest throughout this entire process and 
that is why there are plenty of shareholders that support him and the company's actions. In your investigation I 
hope that you please look at all aspects of this situation with an unbiased approach. 

Thank you for your time 



My letter 
1 message 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

Tn whnm it mav concern, 

Adminlstrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sat, Mar 28,2015 at 7:14 PM 

reside in Lakeshore, Ontario and I am a thirty year law enforcement officer. I presently 
holO tne rank of Inspector with the Windsor Police Service. I am in command of both intelligence and 
investigative units including the organized crime unit, narcotics unit, terrorism unit, financial crime unit and the 
major crime unit. I liaise on a weekly basis with my intelligence counterparts attached to the Ontario Provincial 
POlice, Royal Canadian Mounted Police and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. In 20141 was the sole 
Canadian law enforcement officer to be selected and vetted to attend the National Academy of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. I graduated in March, 2014. I have travelled extensively within North America in regards 
to medical marijuana awareness and issues and I have dedicated my life to ensuring public safety in all regards, 
not just under both MMAR and MMPR legislation. I write to you today because 1 am also a proud .(insert 
company name 101) shareholder. 

This would be my first paragraph but 1 would much rather communicate this when needed at a higher leveL ... face 
people and speak it from the mountain top when the time is right. ...... .1 can spar with anyone anywhere ..... two of 
my children have seizures and I am here because of the right reasonsllll Talk later mfers .... you have my 
loyaltv .... 
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Fwd: (Cen Biotech) Thank you for taking the time to read 
1 message 

.. _ .... , .> 

To: admin@c~IILlIUL~~i linc.com 

--Forwarded message --

Date: Mar 28, 2015 8:20 PM 
$11t)iect: (Cen Biotech) Thank you for taking the time to read 

~ ..... 
Cc: <rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca>, <dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 

March 28, 2015 

To \Nhom It May Concern: 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 9:21 PM 

I am writing to you today as a current investor of Creative Edge Nutrition, ticker symbol FITX. My husband and I 
have been an invested in Creative Edge Nutrition since December 2013 and to date have not sold one share of 
FITX. My husband and I are in full support of the company, CEO and Board of Directors and its vision in current 
and future endeavors the company has shared with its stock holders over the last plus year. 

It is my understanding that an investigation into Cen Biotech, a recently announced pending spin-off of Creative 
Edge Nutrition is currently underway within the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC). The reas.on I know this is 
because it was leaked through an article written by Grant Robertson via The Globe and Mail on March 27th, 
2015. I am sure you can share my surprise of hearing this through a newspaper stating the source was the OSC 
and yet no official announcement ~ame from the Ontario Securities Exchange or Cen Biotech. The asc website 
had not been updated with the ongoing investigation notice. Later CBS Winsor NeVIS and Blackburn News ran 
the same story and again no official announcement from the esc. This infonnation just "Leaked" its way in a 
Globe and Mail article. In my opinion this does not represent, as quoted off the Ontario Securities Exchange 
website, 

IWork to protect investors and foster fair and efficient markets by making and monitoring compliance with rules 
governing the securities industry in Ontario" 

It is my hope that you will use the above mentioned article and all previous articles the Grant Robertson has 
written at the Globe and Mail about Cen Biotech as an example and compare the timing of said articles in direct 
correlation with the FITX one year stock activity chart. I suspect the.price per share of FITX on Monday's 
trading day \ViII reflect this unofficial infonnation released Friday, March 27th in a negative reflection. 

Manipulation should not be tolerated and it is of my opinion that. is just what is going. on with Grant Robertson 
and others 1m sure my fellow shareholders have brought to you' attention. 

I offer you best regards and look forward to a just, fair and unbiased investigation into Cen Biotech (FITX). 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Concerned investor on the Cen Biotech Attacks 
2 messages 

Cc: losangeles@sec.gov. inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
Bcc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

Good Morning, 

Sun. Mar 29. 2015 at 1 :50 PM 

Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to read my concerns. I am a shareholder in Cen 
Biotech/Creative Edge Nutrition Inc (stock symbol FITX). Lets just get straight to the point. 

Cen Biotech submits their application to get a license. Health Canada (HC) comes back and says yes you are 
approved to build. Cen Biotech goes ahead and builds a multimillion dollar facility with state of the art security. 
He requests Cen Biotech to hurry up and get the building done so they can do an inspection. Cen Biotech 
complies and spends extra money to get the building built quicker. Building is built, HC was notified. and then 
we wait 2-3 months for HC to finally come and do an inspection. 

Inspection is completed, there were 2 minor deficiencies. The inspection document stated that when those 2 
deficiencies are fixed there is no reason you should not obtain your license. Cen Biotech quickly fixes the 2 
minor deficiencies and notifies HC. HC never responds to them. wny the lack of response? Cen Biotech was 
ready to fix anything they asked for and move the process along. Does HC have corrupt members who are 
either taking kickbacks from other Medical Marijuana (MMJ) companies? Or are invested in other MMJ 
companies? Kickbacks and corruption occurs everyday. I have seen it first hand. I know multiple people who 
were fired for taking kickbacks and that was out of a small pool of people. 

Sometime around this time Lakeshore decides they all of a sudden aren't happy about Cen Biotech building a 
MMJ site in their town. Now lets go back a bit and point out Lakeshore was all for Cen Biotech back in late 2013 
early 2014. The mayor was open arms, ready to bring in more revenue and jobs for their town. They allowed all 
the permits to be signed and processed for a MMJ facility to be built. Then out of the blue around Sept they 
started to act as if they didn't even know there was going to be a MMJ facility built and try to change zoning 
laws to stop Cen Biotech. This is also around the time HC stopped communicating with Cen Biotech. Odd, why 
would a town be all open arms and then out of the blue change their mind? 

If you look at Grant Robertson, of the Globe and Mail, and his last 30 or so articles you will see about a year ago 
he was writing about oil. Then around August of 2014 he started writing about MMJ stocks. His first 3-4 articles 
about MMJ stocks were very generic in nature. He named various companies in his articles but none of those 
articles \Here specifically targeted towards anyone company. Not only that they ¥Jere semi-neutral articles never 
saying. any negative things about anyone company. 

Then sometime late November or early December he started writing about Cen Biotech and ONLY Cen Biotech. 
Note, this was right in the heart of Cen Biotech's "silent period" due to announcing they planned a spinoff. His 
last 8-12 articles are ONLY about Cen Biotech. Not only that each and every (jne of them are direct attacks on 
Cen Biotech. Claiming things about multiple signatures, attempting to scare investors about Bill Chaaban (CEO 
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\~an~ Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

FITX - Cen Biotech 
3 messages 

\, 

To whom it may concern, 
I am a longtime, heavily invested shareholder of FITX/Cen Biotech. 
I wholeheartedly believe in the vision and p'lan my company is striving to achieve. 
Mr. Bill Chabban as well as everyone involved with this organization has conducted 
themselves with the utmost of honestY,integrity and transparency possible. 
The actions of the town of Lakeshore, Health Canada and multiple media outlets 

Sun. Mar 29, 2015 at 1 :28 PM 

have caused the company,myself and my fellow shareholders unnecessary and significant 
financial losses. 
The attacks on Cen Biotech have been relentless, unwarranted and unjustified. 
Our company has followed every protocol necessary to be granted a license under the MMPR, to 
Health Canada's exact specifications. ' 
The manipulation and corruption Cen Biotech has been victim to is absurd,exaggerated and illegal. 
I ask you to please take any and all steps necessary to resolve these attacks and bring those 
responsible to swift justice and allow Cen Biotech to be awarded the license they have so rightfully 
earned and deserve. 

Thank You Kindly, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 1:34 PM 

Begin forwarded message: 

.. - . 

Date: March 29,2015 at 1:28:18 PM EDT 
To: .-
~._ ., •. A.~ ,....., 
r~.. ':\.- ". ___ 

SUbject: FITX - Cen BioteCl'f 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Tue, Mar 31, 2015 at 12:13 PM 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 

-Original Mp.ssaQe:-..-:-__ 
'11:" 
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Creative Edge Nutrition 
2 messages 

- t • ....:.,..-_. 

--- -~-- ~--

Good Dayl 

-- --~~~-

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Tue, Mar 31,2015 at 11:14 AM 

a former member of the Canadian Armed Forces (1CER) and proud shareholder in 
Creative Edge -NUtntlon (OTC: FITX) and its subsidiary, CEN Biotech. I began i,nvesting in the company in 
September 2014 after visiting family and friends in my hometown of Lakeshore, Ontario. Unfortunately, I send 
this email with a concern on Creative Edge Nutrition's treatment from Health Canada specifically to its ongoing 
medical marijuana licensing issues. The company's treatment from local government, and now there is there is a 
clear bias in most news agencies news against the company, in what looks like an attempt to slander the 
company's name and reputation. 

Since fall of 2014, Creative Edge Nutrition (CEN) has been in controversy with Health Canada. After being 
approved with a "read to build" letter, CEN built their facility on Manning Road and awaited an inspection from 
Health Canada. After the inspection CEN was supposed to have Health Canada's decision within weeks 
regarding the issuing of the license. Yet, weeks turned into months with no response, as other companies were 
inspected and licensed in that time. After Health Canada could delay no longer, CEN was denied their medical 
marijuana license. CEN then contested Health Canada's decision on their license denial, as per Heath Canada's 
procedure, both parties were given a deadline to submit evidence for review. As the deadline approached, it 
appeared as if Health Canada had not submitted any evidence; therefore, CEN should have won the case by 
default. Shortly AFTER the deadline, CEN withdrew their appeal application and awaited the no-contest decision 
to be made. Health Canada then issued its evidence, causing CEN to withdraw their withdrawal, only to have 
Health Canada win the decision and again deny the company of their license. 

The town of Lakeshore has been no better, with its Mayor, Tom Bain, continually flip-flopping on his position with 
CEN. Many news articles and videos are posted on the internet which have CEN CEO Bill Chabaan clearly 
explaining the company's intents to Lakeshore's city council and potential investors, with Tom Bain's 
acknowledgement and then supporting CEO Bill Chabaan. The township then issued CEN a "ready to build" 
letter. The township is now trying to rezone the build, AFTER it had issued the "ready to buildll pennit, and 
change other technicalities to deal they had previously made. There are a good handful of interviews with 
Lakeshore council members, both in written and video format, that confirm this. Including one of Mayor Tom 
Bain acknowledging the size of the building and its intended staff and later saying he had no idea it was going to 
be that big of an operation. 

Lastly, many news corporations have been publishing solely negative articles. The Globe and Mail's Grant 
Robertson seems to only want to write about Creative Edge Nutrition and its short comings, excluding all other 
positive news regarding the company's other products, such as work out supplements and its future energy drink 
line, "Giddy Up". There are also journalists posting on twitter and other social media sites about how they are 
looking forward to drop the price of the stock with their comments, and that we, the investors, are getting what 
we deserve. 

Creative Edge Nutrition, CEN Biotics, nor their investors deserve this treatment from the Federal and Municipal 
Government, nor the slander from many news outlets. I hope that in you reading this, you can help this company 
by investigating this matter fairly and revealing the truth in what is happening. 

Thank you for your time. 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

CEN Biotech/Creative Edge Nutrition Inc. (FITX) board 
2 messages 

1 
Mon, Mar 30, 2015 at 8:58 PM 

r-; .. -.,;-~, .. 

Hello, My name is . . 
As a first time investor I was really excited about the new opportunities with Medical Grade cannabis. During my 
research I came upon a company that really wanted to help sick individuals as well as making other medical 
products (CenBiotechlCreative Edge Nutrition). In all my years I have never seen such vicious attacks by paid 
bashers to reduce this company to virtually nothing, even Health Canada which was key for our success had 
fallen for the false statements made by paid bashers. It was really shocking that a company that has committed 
no crimes was the victim of a smear campaign. In short Health Canada is solely responsible for destroying a 
company that was going to produce high quality medicine and jobs for the community, all by engaging in hearsay 
and making decisions on false fabricated stories. I urge you to look into this matter. 
Thank You! 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Mon, Mar 30,2015 at 9:03 PM 
-r 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 3D, 2015 at 8:58:42 PM EDT 
To: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, 
Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca, dbattagello@windsorstar.com 
Subject: CEN Biotech/Creative Edge Nutrition Inc. (FITX) board 

Hello, My name is _ 
As a first time investor I was really excited about the new opportunities with Medical Grade 
cannabis. During my research I came upon a company that really wanted to help sick 
individuals as well as making other medical products (CenBiotechlCreative Edge Nutrition). In all 
my years I have never seen such vicious attacks by paid bas hers to reduce this company to 
virtually nothing. even Health Canada which was key for our success hac fallen for the false 
statements made by paid bashers. It was really shocking that a company that has committed no 
crimes was the victim of a smear campaign. In short Health Canada is solely responsible for 
destroying a company that was going to produce high quality medicine and jobs for the community, 
all by engaging in hearsay and making decisions on false fabricated stories. I urge you to look into 
this matter. 
Thank You! 



Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29,2015 at 11:08:06 AM EDT 
To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" 
<inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> I 
"Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca" <Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca>, "dbattagello@windsorstar.com" 
<dbattagello@windsorstar.com> I "editor@mmj.today" <editor@mmj.today> 
Subject: Cen Biotech (FITX) 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 7:25 PM 
To: "editor@mmj.today" <editor@mmj.today>, "dbattagello@windsorstar.com" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 
Cc: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

> 
> I am writing to request your immediate attention to a situation that I and hundreds of other shareholders of Cen 
Biotech (a subsidiary of Creative Edge Nutrition) are in. 
> 
> Although I am very happy with my 
> ( tickler FITX) investment, the CEOs transparency, and the work of the world class board of directors , since 
first purchasing the stock a few years ago, I am VERY displeased with the on going half truths and media 
twisting by Grant Robertson ( from Globe and Mail) and others like him, releasing misinformation to manipulate 
the market. 
> 
> Mr Robertson has reported on unreleased statements from officials of Health Canada, twisting the content for 
his own financial gains and at the detriment of Cen Biotech's reputation and market standing. 

> I'm hoping you will look further into the message boards, the Globe and Mail, and those who are working daily 
to destroy this company and who manipulate the stock for their personal financial gain. 
> 
> I, as a long time shareholder of FITX, do not feel the company has done anything wrong and should 
immediately be granted their license. I feel that the professional bas hers have stomped all over the ethics line, 
to destroy the company and for their personal gain. 
> 
> It is evident that FITX is one of the most manipulated stocks on the market. 
> 
> I have high hopes that you will investigate this and put an end to it, for the good of the investing public. 
> Many other shareholders are sending examples of the many ethics breaches, (threats to the BOD, twisted 
articles, leaking and use of confidential information) so I will keep my letter short. 
> 
> Thank you for your time 
> Respectfully submitted 
:> 

> 
> 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 7:26 PM 



Ontario Securities Commissions 
Senior Officer 
Re: Creative Edge Nutrition I Cen Biotech 

Date: March 29, 2015 

To whom it may concern 

It has been brought to my attention that Creative Edge Nutrition I Cen Biotech is under investigation by the SEC in 
conjunction with the OSC (Ontario Securities Commission). Please be advised that I am a shareholder of the above 
mentioned company and am deeply concerned that both security commissions have chosen to investigate this 
organization once again as the investigation appears to be misdirected. 

Prior to investing, I have dedicated many hours of research and stay current on all issues pertaining to the company. 
Please note; I have reviewed Health Canada website pertaining to the licensing process. I have read all versions of the 
Lakeshore MMPR City by-laws. I have read the entire MMPR consolidated guilelines. I have read the Canada's 
Controlled Drug Act. I have read all press releases issued by the company. I have reviewed all company financial 
statements issued within the past year. I have read nearly every article published about the company. I have reviewed 
profile information regarding the CEO and officers involved with this company. I have read the facility inspection by 
health Canada. I have had dialog with an MMPR consultant. Therefore, I am comfortable with my due diligence 
conducted regarding Creative Edge Nutrition I Cen Biotech. As a result. I can make my next statement with personal 
certainty. Creative Edge Nutrition I Cen biotech has in no way misled me regarding my decision to purchase the stock. 

Health Canada's MMPR licensing process is very extensive with much focus on the security of the facility as well as 
the personnel of the company. Cen Biotech elected to go a step further by applying for its license to build prior to 
beginning construction of the facility. Additionally, Cen Biotech applied for an import I export license, decided to 
enhance the property security measure s and provided Health Canada with a comprehensive 900 page application. My 
understanding is that the typical application size at the time was half the size. All of these steps solidified my decision 
to invest. 

A company applying to become a license producer in Canada cannot have executives and staffwith a criminal record. 
Although Cen Biotech has convincingly cleared that requirement, the company and its President have been separately 
investigated by FINRA, the SEC,aSC, Health Canada, and RCMP multiple times. I do not know of any other company 
that has been scrutinized to this level, especially when no adverse evidence has surfaced. 

Since the announcement to enter the Cannabis industry in 2013 up until the completion and inspection of the facility, 
both the media and the town of Lakeshore pUblically supported the company. This again influenced my decision to 
invest. Shortly after the facility inspection and the report review was conducted in August 2014, it appears that a media 
campaign was initiated to discredit Cen Biotech. Many articles contained distorted facts about the company, 
dramatized issues, misinformation and even completely misrepresented facts regarding various subject matters. 
Investors that conducted thorough due diligence could see through the many attempts. Unfortunately, there were and 
are many investors that don't know all the facts and are adversely influenced by these articles. It is clear that the stock 
price fluctuation is a direct result from the articles written by publishers such as the Globe and Mail, the Windsor Star, 
Hot stock and others. Below are just some of the reoccurring issues that to the informed investor, present NO ISSUES. 

I) The CEO multiple signatures: it is legal and in fact, through my own research, other documents were 
discovered signed by the CEO using varying signature types. Additionally; a) the original document in 



question was benign b) it would be an issue if the occurrence was new with no history c) who was the CEO 
attempting to defraud d) again, it is legal 

2) The Company making a statement that it had a relationship with the Health Minister: To this day, I cannot 
find any public record of any such assertion by Cen Biotech. In fact, the first I heard of the alleged 
relationship ( or exploitation of), was through a Globe and Mail article. The following appears to conflict~ a) 
Roger Glasel, the individual with the alleged relationship was not known to shareholders until after the 
Globe and Mail broke the news b) There is no published evidence regarding the relationship other than the 
Globe and Mail report. 

3) The CEO selling shares by pumping the news of the license: This is absolutely FALSE. Please review all 
press releases by Cen Biotech. Many of the PRs have NO SAFE HABOR DISCLAIMER as they dealt with 
specific factual matters. All press releases prior to the inspection dealt with the inspection time frame • not 
licensure. The company has never made any statements regarding receipt of an HC license. I have spoken 
with an MMPR consultant who confirmed that if an inspection has no deficiencies, the license is eminent. 
However, Cen Biotech made no such claim. Ironically, the Globe and Mail published many articles stating 
that the company was in the final stages of its licensure. Lastly. the CEO has every right to sell shares. It must 
be disclosed and it is legal. Once again, it appears that the media is attempting to create fear by dramatizing 
this matter. 

It is great to see that the various commissions are seeking to protect investors by investigating perpetrators in the stock 
market. However, it appears that Cen Biotech has been investigated enough. The company has done nothing wrong. As 
a shareholder, I feel more threatened by the 20 plus negative articles published by the Globe and Mail and others 
distorting and misrepresenting the facts. The result is devaluation of the company stock and a possible license rejection 
by Health Canada. All based on misinformation by the media ... to the public. 

Please focus your attention on not only these organizations but most importantly ... the insidious entity behind them. 

Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Best, 



of Cen Biotech) selling shares (which we aU know companies can't run on peanuts), and recently trying to 
connect Bill to insider trading. It was public knowledge that Health Canada was going to refuse our license in 20 
days. It was pretty obvious Health Canada was going to reject us since the 20 days were up. Doesn't take a 
rocket scientist to see that coming. 

Grant Robertson got insider information from HC about the letter of intent to reject. He got the information and 
posted it on Feb 14th, days before Cen Biotech even received the letter. 'Why is HC leaking private information 
to media outlets before they even notify companies about that information? And vJny the Globe and Mail out of 
all media outlets? No other media outlets knew about it. \Nhat kind of connections are there between HC and 
Globe and Mail? VVhy did HC contact the biggest bashing news media about this letter but no other news 
media? 

Grant Robertson quotes Matt Finston in at least one of his articles. Matt Finston is a known basher of Cen 
Biotech and has tweeted multiple times that he wants to short (may even have shorted) Cen Biotech. \Nhy is 
Matt Finston so interested/worried about the Cen Biotech stock if he has no connection to the stock. He 
constantly bashes Cen Biotech, and he is somehow connected to Grant Robertson. I can almost guarantee he 
himself has shorted Cen Biotech or he has some friendslfamily members that have. 'Why would someone go 
through such HUGE efforts to bash a company they have no interest in? There is no point, unless he is getting 
something out of it. Either way there is something fishy about how he is involved and vJny he has such an 
agenda against Cen Biotech. 

I have always felt that Mr Chabaan and Cen Biotech have been transparent and honest to me and the other 
shareholders. Once again thank you for your time. Good luck bringing any and all illegal parties to justice. 

Concerned Investor, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin fOlWarded message: 

Date: Marcn ~~, ~U'IO all:ou.57 PM EDT 
Cc: losangeles@sec.gov, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
Subject: Concerned investor on the Cen Biotech Attacks 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 2:02 PM 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Creative Edge Nutrition 
1 message 

To: ,oaamln@CenOIOleCnlnc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To whom it may concern; 

Tue, Mar 31,2015 at 8:13 AM 

I have been a shareholder of Cen-Bio since February of 2014. I have not sold a single 
share. I did research on this company and decided that it was a wonderful company 
to invest in. One of the things that convinced me to invest in FITX was the welcome 
that was given by the Town of Lakeshore Mayor Bain. I watched the video press 
release of Mayor Bain welcoming this company. Health Canada also convinced me to 
invest as they were eager to get Cen-Bio to build and produce medical marijuana for 
patients who desperately need it. A state of the art facility was built after proper 
permits, and inspected. I feel that all press releases by Cen-Bio were trustworthy and 
forthcoming. The company always kept everyone in the loop with the progress. Bill 
Chaaban never misled anyone and I have full confidence in him in succeeding in 
developing any company. 

Unfortunately there are a group of people who do not want this company to succeed! 
Many negative articles came out causing the stock to fall drastically and also to be 
manipulated. Most of this was due to the Globe and Mail and Grant Robertson. There 
are also other individuals who have spent relentless time and effort to make sure that 
this company was not granted a license. Why would they want this company to fail? 
Why would you constantly print negative article after article if this was such a bad 
company? Let them fail on their own! Why would you sit on different stock boards 
and blogs, day after day and put negative comments? Someone is paying these 
people off? 

The attacks on Cen-Bio continued with inside information from Health Canada and 
the Town of Lakeshore. 

I believe that all of these dishonest acts have caused a direct manipulation of this 
companies value and their not receiving a license. Someone is behind all this! Please 
look at the facts and truths. There has been an illegal collusion by many individuals. 
These individuals should be brought to justice! 

Cen-Bio followed each and every rule that they were requested to follow. No one 
from Cen-Bio ever mis-led anyone! I hope a thorough investigation is performed. I 
hope that justice will be served. 

Thank you for your time and concern. 



"~an~ Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Cen Biotech 
2 messages 

To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To whom it may concern, 

Tue, Mar 31,2015 at 9:36 AM 

I am a share holder of Creative Edge Nutrition ( OTC: F/7X) and am writing this letter due to the corruption I feel is taking 
place against this particular company with regards to their subsidiary company Cen Biotech. I have been an investor in 
this fantastic startup company since the Feb 2014. CEN Biotech, a wholly owned subsidiary of Creative Edge Nutrition 
has being transparent about their business plan and has put together a well rounded and diverse board of directors to 
help execute their business plan. Their business plan was not only to apply under the MMPR program with Health 
Canada (HC) to become one of the licensed producer of quality standard medical marijuana (MMJ) for patients but also 
to invest in MMJ research and development. 

I sought out any and all information we could about Creative Edge and Cen Biotech, the Town of Lakeshore and 
Health Canada's MMPR program. I was impressed with the Town of Lakeshores' Mayor Bain welcoming of CEN at the 
press event held by the Essex Windsor Growth and Development Council. Seeing the support of everyone at this public 
event solidified our confidence in adding to our investment. Also seeing that the zoning for CEN was approved with the 
subsequent issuing of their building permit also added the confidence that we needed to continue to invest. I was 
impressed as I followed the build-out of CEN's new facility and their press releases. I continued to add to my investment 
as I patiently watched the building in Lakeshore and the eventual acquisition of the additional property 

After building completion, I patiently waited for months for the arrival of Health Canada's inspectors. There were a few 
minor omission or errors that were immediately corrected by CEN and Health Canada indicated a license was to follow. 
In the meantime the Town of Lakeshore officials appeared to be confused and uninformed or perhaps forgetful and 
began questioning the zoning of this property. The Town of Lakeshore passed a resolution to send a letter to Health 
Canada regarding the issuance of a license to CEN. This is in direct contradiction to their issuance of a permit to build a 
facility to grow medical marijuana. This was followed by leaked news by someone in Health Canada that CEN would not 
receive a license with the subsequent receipt of a letter of license denial by Health Canada. 

To sum it up, CEN was welcomed by the Town of Lakeshore, followed the regulations to build based on the laws of 
Health Canada and built in a timely manner and according to regulations. Then there were the various media outlets that 
published negative articles without documented sources, slandering and bashing CEN. Add to that the previously 
welcoming Town of Lakeshore, now acting confused and forgetful, issuing a letter to Health Canada asking them to deny 
CEN their license, followed by the denial of a license by Health Canada for no stated reason 
Please look into this matter to protect any and all shareholders as well as Cen Biotech and any other future companies 
looking to become LP's in the MMPR program. 

Thanks for your time, 

~~min CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

~---

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: Marcn 31, 2015 at 9:36:36 AM EDT 
To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Subiect: Cen Biotech 

;-;(.:0. Cor·~·i:··· 

Tue, Mar 31, 2015 at 9:46 AM 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Creative Edge Nutrition Subsidiary CEN BIOTech 
2 messages 

Tue, Mar 31,2015 at 9:52 AM 
To: inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
Cc: editor@mmj.today, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, losangeles@sec.gov, Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 

To Whom It May Concern: 
Hello -
I am a current shareholder of Creative Edge Nutrition (Pink: FITX). For the purpose of this message, I will refer 
to Creative Edge Nutrition as "Creative" and CEN BIOTech as "CENII. 
A wholly owned subsidiary of Creative is a company located in Canada called CEN BIOTech. CEN has been 
under an unfathomable attack by groups and individuals who do not want CEN to succeed in the field of medical 
marijuana under Canada's MMPR program. 

I'm writing because I saw another investor of Creative receive word from the OSC that writing a letter in support 
of Creative and to include to SEC would help aSSist in the case. 

To summarize, CEN was developed as there was a need for a quality license producers for medical marijuana. 
CEN was reached out to by the city of Lakeshore to build their facility there. Lakeshore gave approval and 
signed the permits. Health Canada reached out to CEN to expedite the build of the facility so CEN spent extra 
money to get the facility built as soon as possible. Lakeshore signed off on all the permits and knew fully what 
CEN was about. Please see the video of Mayor Tom Bain welcoming CEN: CEN BIOTech: 
https:llvimeo.com/83685127 

The facility was completed, Health Canada was notified. Health Canada is on record of stating once facility 
passes inspection, license will be granted within 2 weeks. 

It took Health Canada 3 months to inspect the facility after they were notified it was ready. When the inspection 
finally occurred, only 2 minor discrepancies were found. The discrepancies were promptly fixed and proof was 
sent it. For a 14 million dollar facility and a 900 page application, 2 minor discrepancies is something to praise 
about. 

Well, Health Canada never came back to inspect nor provided CEN their MMPR license. During this same time, 
Mayor Bain and town council started to backtrack on the CEN facility, and re-zoned the property which then 
deliberately put CEN against Health Canada guidelines. 
See video that summarizes the scandal: 
Canagate Video from November 2014: https:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=SL7CbiPklrU 

With Health Canada delaying the inspection, a select group of individuals started writing negative articles about 
the CEO (Mr. Bill Chabaan) and CEN. Some have even posted racial comments against the CEO. Matt Finston, 
Cris Parry and Alan Brochstein are the main people who started the initial false allegations against CEN and it's 
CEO. It should be known that Brochstein started his bashing against CEN because CEN refused to pay him to 
pump the stock. Parry makes money by "advertisers" that tell him to praise or ridicule a stock, Vfeather he 
believes in it or not. Regarding Finston; there were screen shots of Finston posting racial comments against Mr. 
Chabann. I do not have the screen shots and Finston has since deleted these comments from his various 
accounts so I'm not able to find. Finston is also very open of his short selling of the stock, so it makes sense for 
him to write false allegations to drop the share price. Finston has gotten away with this since he writes for 
Seeking Alpha and Seeking Alpha does not allow positive articles about CEN; only negative ones. 

In the fall of 2014 is when Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail started writing many, many negative articles 
about CEN and its CEO. I believe the articles that Robertson has written can be tied to Finston, Parry and 
Brochstein. In fact, Robertson has quoted Finston and has him as a main source in some of his articles. And, in 
a recent article, it was brought to my attention that Robertson cited Finston, only to remove Finston shortly after 
publishing. 



The articles are mainly the same negative, false allegations that have already been written, just worded 
differently. If you take a look at Robertson's article history, you can see he is obsessed with the demise of CEN, 
with no regard to any of the other applicants to be a license producer under the MMPR or any of current LP's 
who have been in violation of the MMPR program. It is also interesting how Robertson published an article on 
February 13th stating CEN was sent a letter to reject it's application, when CEN didn't even get such letter or 
noticed days later. Then on February 14th, after it was confirmed Health Canada had leaked the information the 
day before, Robertson retracted his publishing date to the 14th. 

I'm not sure why the OSC is investigating CEN; but I would like to believe if there is a government agency that 
can't be bought or corrupted, it would be the OSC. And, I would like to believe that a complete investigation of 
CEN would also lead to a complete investigation of Tom Bain, Lakeshore Town Council, Health Canada, Grant 
Robertson, Cris Parry, Alan Brochstein and Matt Finston. If the investigation doesn't lead to these individuals 
and groups, then it would be an injustice to CEN. 

To close, the delay from Health Cananda to inspect the facility and Tom Bain and his council re-zoning the 
property after it has already been built, has caused major decrease in my investment with FITX. Bopth Health 
Canada and Lakeshore reached out to CEN to have the facility built. Now, for both of the government parties to 
deny CEN tells me that someone may have corrupted certain individuals so CEN does not get a licence from 
Health Canada. CEN has the largest application submitted to Health Cananda, and I believe one of the current 
license producers has connections to Health Canada and Lakeshore to prevent CEN from obtaining such a 
license. 

All I'm asking for is a fair investigation. If you are investigating CEN because of the negative press, specifically 
the Robertson articles, please take into account Health Canada leaking information to him; Robertson's sources, 
the fact Health Canada and Lakeshore turned their back on CEN with no explanation given after fully reaching 
out to then to build the facility, and the Globe and Mail not allowing Mr. Chabaan to rebuttal all the false 
allegations that Mr. Robertson has written. You would think a respectable news outlet would give press to a CEO 
who has come under such violent attack. 

CEN was started to produce medical marijuana for patience who need an alternative to prescribed prescription 
that do not work as well and are addicting, as well as research the benefits of the entire cannabis family. Where 
is the harm in this? All this leads me to believe someone or a group of people or business's do not want CEN to 
succeed because it would then hurt their financial welfare with increased competition for the marketplace. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to your responses. 
Best -

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
--- .----~~-=--.-:-:---==-=--.- --=--::-:-:-~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: Mare1131, 2015 at9:52:fg AM-EDT 
To: inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
Cc: editor@mmj.today, adrnin@cenbiotechinc.com, losangeles@sec.gov, 
Rona.ambrose@par1.gc.ca 
Subject: Creative Edge Nutrition SubSidiary CEN BIOTech 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Tue, Mar 31,2015 at 10:14 AM 
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Outraged shareholder. 
4 messages 

To: inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To whom it may concern, 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 6:05 PM 

Good day to you. I, , a shareholder with cenbio/creative edge nutrition write you this 
letter to express my thoughts on the Witch hunt to have my company fail. First( a little on how I got here. I am of 
the lower end of the middle class society. I am a blue collar worker with a wife and kids an work like a dog to 
squeak by. I am a LAW ABIDING Citizen, I pay my taxes, and believe in a higher po\Ner. Back late 2012 early 
2013 and with much discussion with wife we put some funds together to invest in a industry I have felt for many 
years was needed and going to happen in regards to medical marijuana. During the time of putting funds together 
I was looking into finding a company. I spotted what I knew as fitx and it was under a penny, as I accumulated 
the funds I followed the company and became very intrigued and excited, I enjoyed how transparent the 
company was, keeping shareholders updated on progress in tum shareholder value increased. Finally around the 
10 cent mark I had my cash and invested. Shortly afterward, the value of my investment was declining. So with 
wondering why, when in the very limited spare time I had I started to investigate for more information. It was at 
that time earty 20141 started to find articles written in seeking alpha that were negative and did not correspond 
to what I knew about company. As time as proceeded to today, articles and news from various outlets have 
continued to twist stories and truth into negatives. Also during this time I found and joined the company 
shareholders Facebook group (thank God) . the people in this group (over 2000) from all walks of life middle 
class honest people are amazing and have greatly helped me obtain the clear vision that when you put all the 
FACTS together there is a entity that has taken to criminal acts to stop my company from trying to HELP people 
get healthy and succeed honestly. In closing, I know you will receive many letters with all the FACTS to prove 
our concerns and ask that you honestly and morally uphold the laws that exist to prevent con men and theives 
from ruining peoples lives. I greatly appreciate the time you have taken to read my thoughts. 

Thank yOU, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc:com> - ____ =.~ =-=-+:.':~ ___ •• ___ ._ 0. __ 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 12:05:57 AM uMT +2 
To: inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 
Subject: Outraged shareholder. 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Sat, Mar 28, 2015 at 10:00 PM 



CSO investigation into Cenbiotech 
1 message 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 4:20 PM 

To: ,iinquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 1 "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" 
<admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

I am writing this in regards to one of my investments. I have been an investor in 
CENBIOTECH, ticker symbol FITX since Feb 16,2014. I have added to my position on 
more than a few occasions. I am presently Long the equity and will continue to add to my 
position, as I truly believe in the medical benefits of MMJ and the Vision of CENBIOTECH. 
My concern arises from recent events where I feel the company I have invested in has been 
under attack by the Globe and Mail, message boards, writers at Seeking Alpha and in my 
opinion other Companies that either have or are seeking a license from Health Canada. 

I respectfully ask the CSO to look into one Company in particular, Tilray. I believe that when 
investigated, you will find them to be behind a campaign to discredit FITX, the company that 
I am invested in. Their ties with Libby Davis is what concerns me and why I feel Tilray has a 
lot to do with what has and continues to happen with the attacks against CENBIOTECH. I 
have invested in stocks for over 25 years and never in my life have I seen such a 
coordinated attack on a company. Many articles have been written with no proof 
whatsoever attacking CENBIOTECH. 

I look forward to hearing back from the CSO. I look forward to the CSO investigating all 
aspects of what has been going on surrounding my investment. 
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CenBiotech 
2 mes$ages 

To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov> 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 4:38 PM 

Cc: "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" 
<admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, "dbattagello@windsorstar.com" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 

To whom it may concern: 

My husband and I have been shareholders in the revolutionary company CenBiotec(FITX) for two years. 
We have invested in many companies over the years and get very involved in our own research to support our 
investments. In 30 years we have never, ever witnessed the vulgar manipulation of a company directed at the 
CEO, the BOD and the shareholders. The actions (which are recorded) of the Lakeshore council, Mayor, news 
print (globe and others), television media, yahoo message boards, and of course the Canadian Health officials 
has been destructive at best. The articles written by Mr Grant Robertson are nothing short of atrocious, deceitful, 
embarrassing and always out of context. We are 100% behind this company and all they have done and will do 
in the future. We are a close knit group of investors who stay involved and informed and love this company. Feel 
free to contact any the investors who I'm sure have written similar letters if you would like to review the trail of 
documents to support the facts that CenBiotec is real and solid. The ongoing attempts of some to destroy the 
reputation of this company with lies and fabrication must cease immediately. 

We thank you in advance for your support and consideration of this matter. 

Sent from my iPad 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 4:42 PM 
. --. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29, 2015 at 4:38:33 PM EDT 
To: "Iosangeles@sec.gov" <Iosangeles@sec.gov> 
Cc: "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "admin@cenbiotechinc.comll 

<admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, "dbattagello@windsorstar.com" <dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 
Subject: CenBiotech 

[Quoted text hidden] 
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CEN Biotech letter 
1 message 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com, editor@mmj.today 

To \lVhom it May Concern; 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 5:06 PM 

As a shareholder in FITX, Creative Edge Nutrition - Cen Biotech I would like to express my opinion in light of the 
OSC's investigation into this company. 

Firstly, I'd like to start by stating the decision to become a shareholder was through my own due diligence. I 
purchased my first Fitx shares one year ago, yesterday, March 28, 2014. This was after several weeks of 
looking into the company. I have since added to my initial investment several times over the course of this year 
as I have dug deeper and have learned all I could about Fitxl Cen Biotech. Much of the official documentation, 
company history I etc. was shared and discussed in a couple of investment groups I had joined and continue to 
participate in. I have also left others due to the barrage of hate, bullying of investors who own FITX, and outright 
lies made against the company. At first they concerned me .. but it only served to push me into seeking fact over 
hear say and I have not been disappointed. 

To the best of my ability, I believe I have viewed most if not all valid and official information available. 
Lakeshore council meetings, press releases, interviews and all other information concerning Creative Edge 
Nutrition and subsequently and especially, Cen Biotech. 

This public and recorded press event held on Jan.07, 2014 by the Essex Windsor Growth & Development 
Council was one of many pieces of information that provided me with the assurance I needed a new comer to 
investing, to choose this company. (https:llvimeo.com/83685127) 

Surely there should be a level of trust placed in the words and actions made by the Mayor of Lakeshore, Tom 
Bain, when he welcomed the company Cen Biotech with such enthusiasm. I agreed with his foresight and hopes 
of seeing this industry take off and its potential for the public he wor1<s for. His recorded public comment about 
looking forward to working with Bill Chaaban the CEO of Cen Biotech, is something that inspired my confidence 
and thus I continued to invest more of my hard eamed money into FITX. 

From everything I have read and viewed via copies of official records, PR's, and from becoming familiar with the 
guidelines set by Health Canada and MMPR, I am secure in my opinion that Cen Biotech has gone above and 
beyond recommendations and has obeyed all laws required to reach its goal of licensure. The fact that the CEO 
has been as transparent as he could possibly be has been an added benefit. The incredible bio's of the future 
board of directors is inspiring and exciting. Such talent not only insures success for all goals to be lawfully 
reached but the potential for research and development of its product is staggering! This is why I have invested 
in this company. Its overwhelming potential and talent to create a business in this very important field of 
cannabis. The benefits are global. 

Cen Biotech submitted the 900 page application to Health Canada, received the official ready to build 



documentation to proceed. VVhich it did while following every law and code. In April, 2014 the company officially 
informed Health Canada it and the building was ready for its pre-licensing inspection. 

It took four months, and at the end of July, 2015 we learned the inspection was finally completed. Two minor 
corrections had to be taken care of, (and were immediately) and once done the inspector reported the company 
was ready to receive license and to proceed with operations. 

Public and investor confidence showed in FITX's positive and growing stock price, until the time period of those 
4 months. That delay gave an opening for those who opposed, be it out of fear, greed, jealousy, political 
agendas, etc. to begin a nasty negative media campaign to discredit, cause doubt and panic among investors 
and the public. 

One can't help but think of political agenda, given the way Mayor Bain and the Lakeshore council made a 
complete tum around. Going from Welcoming and encouraging Cen Biotech to call Lakeshore home to suddenly 
changing zoning bylaws (in Nov., many months after saying zoning was correct before build beganl) Even 
ignoring their own town planner, and throwing roadblocks to stall with intent to discredit Bill Chaaban and Cen 
Biotech. The Lakeshore council, in my eyes are one of the ones responsible for the falling PPS of this stock. 

Then we have the Globe & Mail. As well as Grant Robertson. I suggest an investigation into why dozens of 
articles were written and published in a blatantly biased and negative way, as truth. Any of us who have done 
due diligence can see the injustice the Globe and Mail and Mr. Robertson. It is easy for one who keeps half an 
eye on the PPS to feel Grant Robertson has intentionally been manipulating the stock price though his repeated 
publications about the company. Its alarming how the Globe & Mail seems to get just enough info (before 
anyone else) to throw out an article with a biased, negative spin at the most opportunistic times .. causing a sell 
off after a few days rise in price. 

In my opinion, this reeks of unlawful behavior and is a major contributing cause of Cen Biotech's falling pps, and 
its fight to now focus on saving itself instead of what it's intentions are and should be .. saving people. 

The above reasons have caused this companies stock to seriously fall. Resulting in many facing a large loss in 
their investment. Unjustly placing their anger the company. These are the ones also feeding into the unjust 
treatment of Cen Biotech and Bill Chaaban. As ceo, he as well as some of the Board of Directors have become 
targets of hate crimes such as threats of bodily harm and worse. They (commonly known as bashers) roam any 
and all stock boards, under ever changing names, posting erroneous statements and twisted lies. VVhile many 
posts stating or showing official details to prove truth have been deleted and those posters banned from the 
sites so they can not discredit the basher comments. (I know .. I have had some of mine deleted.) All for what 
feels like a paid effort to cause fear in potential investors and to damage Cen Biotech and its Board. An 
investigation into many of those individuals would not be a bad idea either. I wish you WOUld. Start with Ihub. 

This has been an ongoing issue for a year! It has taken all this time for Health Canada to finally respond to the 
pending license, as denied. Without giving reason. This company unlike any other that I have seen has been put 
under an unfair amount of scrutiny and accused falsely of ongoing wrong doing for far too long. Bill Chaaban has 
said, Come look under the hood. We have nothing to hide. He has held open houses .. been as transparent as 
possible and is well aware Cen Biotech is a ground breaking pioneer in the cannabis field. I, as a proud 
shareholder stand behind him and believe in his determination and integrity to this company and its 
shareholders . 

Someone(s) is abusing the system to suit their own pocket and they should be'found and held accountable. 



I should also state, not once have I felt mislead, lied to, or been given false information by Bill Chaaban, 
Creative Edge Nutrition, Cen Biotech or any others affiliated with it. V\lhile I wish this investigation would not 
have had to happen, I am glad now, and have every confidence you will find Cen Biotech to be true to its word 
and to its shareholders. Most importantly to the patients he is fighting for. I believe that justice will prevail. 

Thank you for your time and for reading my opinion on this matter. 



Cen Biotech 
2 messages 

To: editor@mmj.today 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To Whom it may concern, 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 5:22 PM 

As a Police Officer in the State of Tennessee for the past 37 years, I write to you to request your 
immediate attention to a situation that I and hundreds of other shareholders fmd ourselves in. I am a 
retail investor in Creative Edge Nutrition. After much research into the Company, I frrst invested in 
the January 2014 when the Company, the Town of Lakeshore, Ont. and the Essex Windsor Growth & 
Development Council held a press conference to announce that Cen Biotech, a subsidiary of Creative 
Edge Nutrition, had applied to Health Canada, and received a "ready to build" letter to build a state of 
the art facility to produce Medical Marijuana for the patient in Canada. 

Cen Biotech then proceeded to put together a world class Board of Directors. The CEO worked 
diligently to keep the shareholders informed. I could not have been happier with my investment then 
or now. 

In the last 6 to 8 months there have been, what seems to be a coordinated attack on the company, the 
CEO and some of its shareholders. As an example, a reporter, Grant Robertson from the Globe and 
Mail has reported constantly on the company with half truths and twisting what the CEO has said 
publically. He has reported that the CEO has made announcement with the intent of causing the share 
price to rise so he could sell shares. As we recently saw in the evidence that was submitted with the 
Application for Judicial Review filed by the company against Health Canada, all the statements made 
by the CEO, were indeed, true statements and I believe he has done nothing wrong. Mr. Robertson 
appears to be intentionally trying to destroy the company. Mr. Robertson has reported statements 
from officials from Health Canada, when it is against the policy of Health Canada to discuss any 
activity concerning the applicants. Even a statement that Health Canada is reviewing Cen Biotech's 
application, gets reported that the Company is being investigated. I think he is also twisting the words 
of Health Canada knowing that they can not go public to disagree with pis statements, since it is 
against their policy to comment on applicants. 

He has now reported that the OSC is investigating the company as a result of, I believe, mis
information being released by those wishing to prevent Cen Biotech from receiving a license from 
Health Canada. 



It is my hope, that if you do indeed have an open investigation, that you also look into the message 
boards, the Globe and Mail, and those who are working daily tIying to destroy the company and 
manipulate the stock for their own financial gains. If your intent is to truly protect the investing 
public, this should be one of the things you look at. I have watched the trading activity of the stock 
daily and it is evident that the stock is one of the most manipulated stocks on the market. 

Thank you for you time in reading this letter, as I know you have probably received many for 
different shareholders. I would like to make it clear to you that I, as a shareholder, do not feel that the 
Company has done anything wrong and has at all times followed the laws of Canada. 

Respectfully, 

Admin CE~ <~d~in~cenbiotechinc.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29,2015 at 5:22:55 PM EDT 
To: <editor@mmj.today> 
Cc: <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 
Subject: Can Biotech 

(Quoted text hidden) 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 5:39 PM 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Shareholder Letter of Confidence in Cen Biotech Inc 
2 messages 

To: admin@cenbiotechirlc.com 
Bcc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

May 29, 2015 

To Whom It May Concern: 

> Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 5:49 PM 

I understand the OSC opened an investigation into the operations of Cen Biotech, US ticker symbol FITX. I have been a shareholder 
since January of 2014 and would like share my thoughts and opinions regarding this issue. 

In the 15 months that I have been a shareholder I have purchased more of the stock every two weeks like clockwork, which should 
speak to my confidence in Mr. Bill Chaaban and Cen Biotech Inc. I have also invested endless hours in supporting and protecting 
my investment against a most ruthless and immoral attack upon Cen Biotech Inc and it's CEO Mr. Bill Chaaban. Because I have 
been so vocal in my defense I too have become a target ofthose who are hired to cyber bully, lible, and slander anyone in the FITX 
camp they see fit. These attacks come from faceless and nameless people using iHub (investorhub.com) the Yahoo Finance FITX 
message board and Investors Hangout (investorshangout.coml). Here is an example of a message posted to me just yesterday In 
the investors hangout: 

Sent On: 03/28/2015 12:09:44 PM Sent By: _ f anyone deserved to have to bury their children, Hs you. God called him home? 
LMAO. Maybe he was sending you a fucking message dumbass. 

As you can see by this example there is a no holds barred to the depravity these paid character assassins are willing to stoop to. 
The above comment is referring to my son who drowned learning to surf in 2006. 

Furthermore, there are self described "Stock Guru'sll that are also being motivated to attack Cen Biotech Inc and Bill Chaaban from 
their Online Bully Pulpits. These fortune hunters are paid-per-view for each unique IP address that visits their "articlesll. 
Specifically Matt Finston who is a contributing writer for Seeking Alpha. (You can view his endless writings on FITX here: 
http://seekingalpha.comlauthor/matthew-finstonlarticles/symboIJ) and Chris Parry who is a contributing writer for Stockhouse. (You 
can view his writings here: http:/ANww.stockhouse.com/columnists/chris-parry) 

I believe both of the above writers tapped into the fact that writing hit pieces on FITX and irs CEO garnered many 1 QOO's more views 
then writing positive pieces. Remember views = $$$$ for them. I also believe they lied so muph they began to believe their own 
ramblings and were celebrated by the paid cyber bullies who lauded them with praise and began to work with them to conceive and 
disseminate lies and misinformation. I also believe you will find another connection to the worst offender of libel in this case which is 
a Mr. Grant Robertson of the Canadian National Syndicated Globe and Mail News. His writings ofCen Biotech can be seen here: 
http://www.theglobeandmail.comlsearchl?q=GRANT+ROBERTSON 

It's no coincidence in my opinion that Mr. Robertson's continuous pummeling of Cen Biotech Inc often includes his source as one 
Matt Finston. Though I think it fortuitous that Robertson was introduced to Finston to be fed usable fodder, I strongly believe 
Robertson is acting on behalf of the Liberal Party Agenda to bring down the MMPR program and\or is being compensated in some 
form by one or more of the existing Ucensed Producers of Medical Marijuana in Canada. 

In closing I'd like to implore the OSC to widen its scope of investigation to the very real idea of a conspiracy to defame and defraud 
Cen Biotech Inc. As a direct and daily victim of the ugly visceral coordinated attack I can assure you it's reall 

Thank you for your time, 
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OSC investigation of Cen Biotech 
2 messages 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

'-_ Sun. Mar 29. 2015 at 6:00 PM 
To: losangeles@sec.gov. inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca, admin@cenbiotechinc.com, Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca. 
dbattagello@windsorstar.com. editor@mmj.today. I nfo@cenbiotechinc.com 

To whom is may concern, 

I am at least a one year investor Cen Biotech. I see now'Ne are being investigated by OSC this concerns me 
as a shareholder. I've been reading and paying attention to this company all along and have seen nothing 
inappropriate or illegal from my point of view. I have opened from scratch 3 businesses in Florida and I would 
have never been able to accomplish this with this much scrutiny from outside sources. Particularly The Globe 
and Mail, numerous online sources Yahoo, investors hub, etc. They have been making statements that I can 
see with my own eyes are not true. 

Bill Chaaban as CEO has kept the shareholders informed unlike many other Stocks out there. This is one 
big reason I chose to invest in this company because of their transparency. I watched the company break 
ground and erect buildings. put up fences and meet with the Mayor of Lakeshore. At the lakeshore press 
conferences they welcomed us in and then tum their backs on us months later. I find this dishonest and 
immoral. I actually witnessed Mayor Bain say to a news reporter he had no idea what they were 
building in Lakeshore. And this is 6 months after I seen him at a press conference welcoming us into 
Lakeshore. 

I also heard the Lakeshore town council meeting November 12 2013 (Si) http://lakeshoreon.swagit. 
com/play/11122013-737 where they discuss Cen Bio and their intentions for 4 mins before the building permits 
was issued. I see clear manipulation by what's going on here in lakeshore. Then after the building has been 
constructed they decide to change the zoning and write a letter to Health Canada to postpone our MMJ 
license. 

As far as Health Canada goes I understand some of this is political but this has gone above and beyond 
that. Health Canada has been in touch with Cen Biotech all along in the beginning. issued us a letter to build, 
they even asked us to accelerate the process which was done. The shareholders have been waiting now 
since Aug 2014 for a license to be issued after passing inspection with only 2 issues that were quickly 
corrected. And now have been waiting in limbo with no contact and nothing but negative press from numerous 
sources and particularly the Globe and Mail. How were they getting information before Cen Bio and all the 
shareholders? It seems like clear manipulation and someone has an agenda. We have a stellar Board of 
Directors, the BO~'s alone would lead most people to invest in this company. Nobody welcomes an 
investigation but if that's what it takes to clear up all of these misconceptions about Cen Bio then I must 
welcome it and I hope as a shareholder that you come to see what I have seen in this company and Bill 
Chaaban. 

Sincerely, 
Concerned shareholder 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G L TE Device 

Admin CEN <admin®cenbiotechinc.com> Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 7: 19 PM 



i~air Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Same Company 2nd Recall. Where is the QUALITY? 
2 messages 

To: losangeles@sec.gov, Rona.amDrose@par1.gc.ca, inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

Tue, Mar 31, 2015 at 3:20 PM 

VVhen Health Canada recalled chicken from Lilydale. a standard procedure was in place. Consumers were 
notified. a web page was devoted to the recall, and the public was told exactly what the recall was over: listeria 
monocytogenes. Health Canada even named the specific brand - the Lilydale brand Over Roasted Carved 
Chicken Breast - with the expiry date of April 28th. In this case, Health Canada did exactly what you'd expect 
them to do. But when Til ray , a Licenced Producer of medical cannabis, recalled one of their products, the 
response from Health Canada was quite different. 

Health Canada representatives refused to answer some basic facts about the recall. VVhat type of bacteria was 
found? How much was present? How could it have gotten in to the product? This is the complete opposite 
response one would expect from a public agency that - supposedly - has the public interest as apriority. Can 
you imagine if Lilydale had recalled their chicken, but then Health Canada refused to give details? And it's not 
merely a matter of not providing sufficient information. We contacted Health Canada specifically about this recall 
and they refused to give us any detailed answers. 

And if this isn't odd enough, consider that in the case of Tilray's contaminated product, Health Canada did the 
testing themselves! Usually, as in the case of the Lilydale chicken breast, the company does the testing and 
orders the recall. After all, if a private company gets its customers sick, they could face bankruptcy. It is in the 
interest of Lilydale (or whoever) to catch a contaminated product before it reaches the market. But since humans 
err, Health Canada is there to act as a regulator of last resort. With medical cannabis, however. the situation is a 
little different and it is Health Canada who performed the test on Tilray's product. There is a large difference 
between two times the legal limit and a thousand times the legal limit but Health Canada would not disclose how 
much over the limit the bacteria was, or even what kind of bacteria it was. 

It is only through a media spokesperson from Tilray, via The Canadian Press, that we learned that the bacterium 
was enterobacter, but no word on how it got there. Health Canada doesn't actively engage with private 
companies over product testing. I n this case we don't know if Health Canada followed up with Tilray to ensure 
that they, Til ray , were not misleading or downplaying the risks associated with their contaminated product. VVhen 
pressed, Health Canada representatives amazingly stated that the bureau doesn't need that kind of information. 
They don't need to know what type of bacteria was present and in what amounts. 

Furthermore, Health Canada officials feel the public doesn't need to know the details of this recall. Their rationale 
was that the "data" wouldn't make any sense to an uninformed observer. You can imagine public response to 
such an attitude if this was approach taken with contaminated chicken. Apparently the public is equipped to 
understand the dangers of listeria, salmonella and E. coli, but not enterobacter. 

BREAK DOWN FOR YOU.: Enterobacteriaceae are normally found in soil and faeces. The presence of these 
bacteria indicates an inappropriate handling of the product as the right hygiene measures haven't been applied. 
The use of organic fertilisers of animal origin that have been wrongly composted also imply a risk of 
contamination. Some of these enterobacteriaceae which can be present in Cannabis are E.coli and Salmonella. 
The way to get in contact with these microorganisms, unlike what happens with fungi, is in the process of 
making the cigarette. VVhen somone touches a contaminated sample with their fingers and then touches food or 
brings their fingers to their mouth, the contaminating microorganisms could enter the body. 
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Letter I sent to various parties 
1 message 

To: admin(glcenoiotechinc.com 

To \lVhom It May Concem: 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 3:42 PM 

I understand that your office is currently investigating Cen Biotech (FITX). I would like to officially voice my 
experience as an investor in this company. Please contact me personally should you have any questions. To 
preface, I have a bachelor of science degree in economics and finance and have been a licensed, practicing 
attorney in Pennsylvania as well being admitted to practice in U.S. federal court. I have personally litigated 
cases of consumer protection law, anti-trust law, and have conducted numerous fraud investigations for 
banking/lending institutions. I mention this background as I consider myself to be very savvy when making 
business decisions and have spent much of my professional career detecting behavior that is not above board. 
With all of this in mind I have personally found Cen Biotech to have been a 100% forthright in all of their dealings 
with me as an investor. I initially invested in this company when my research uncovered that they had made it to 
the stage of licensing with Health Canada where a letter to build their facility had been issued. I had researched 
Health Canada's own guidelines and saw the remaining steps necessary for license. I made my 
subsequent investments based on that and continued to invest over the next year. 
(As a side note, through my research process I happened to stumble on to a few websites that were labeled 
"stock research" boards. I was shocked to see posters on these boards posting in excess of 500 plus negative 
posts per week. It is my understanding that there are companies who pay posters for such things in order to 
drive a stock down. It appears as though the media was eventually recruited towards this same goal). 
I will keep the rest of my email relatively short. As it stands, in my opinion I feel as though I was never misled 
by Cen Biotech. I do however feel as though I was misled by Health Canada by their actions in not following their 
own guidelines and procedures. In addition to Health Canada's own negligence, in my legal opinion the town of 
Lakeshore clearly exercised ex post facto or retroactive zoning measures in regards to Cen Biotech's facility on 
Manning Road by changing the zoning regulations AFTER the facility had been built. From my prior experience 
this is an immediate Red Flag that the town counsel of Lakeshore may have compromised their integrity in some 
fashion. This was most likely a major roadblock to license issuance by Health Canada. The delays caused by 
Health Canada and by the town of Lakeshore gave those with a negative agenda against the company the fuel to 
attack the company in an attempt to say that the company was not following through with their licensing efforts 
when in fact every requirement was in fact met in a very timely manner. I also feel as though the Feburary 23, 
2015 article by the Globe and Mail that had the headline "Ottawa rejects marijuana firm CEN Biotech's licence 
application" was libelous against the company and therefore against me as a shareholder because Cen Biotech's 
license was NOT denied on February 23,2015. The rest of the article clarified the headline to some extent but 
still left the impression that the license application had been denied as of that date. This is just one example of 
the media's attack on the company and the stock value. There is case law to show that this article reaches the 
level of libel and am in the process of researching all other articles that have been written. To date I feel as 
though we shareholders may have cause for legal action against at least these three entities, and possibly 
others that have or are currently in the process of wrongfully impeding the progress of Cen Biotech. I am fully 
prepared to pursue all avenues of recourse against any party wrongfully impeding this progress and I am fairly 
confident that enough shareholders are of the same opinion that these will be class actions suits. Currently I do 
not have information at my disposal as, to the crux of your office's investigation, but that information will most 
likely be sought in some form should adverse action be taken against Cen Biotech. I would be most interested in 
seeing information on the complaining parties, including all stock purchase dates, all stock sale dates, any . 
subsequent purchase dates, and number of shares traded in each transaction along with the personal details of 
their complaint. I would also be interested in the names and addresses of these complaining parties so as to 
cross reference with the various IP addresses of those posting on various online message boards. Of course 
eventual full discovery including deposition and cross examination of each complaining party and all media 
outlets involved should that stage become necessary. It is of course my hope 1hat no legal action will be 
necessary against any of the above parties and that an amicable resolution can be found as soon as possible, if 
for no other. reason so that we can start producing the medications that will help the patients that need it. I have 
recently been researching the benefits of this drug in treating childhood seizures and have been amazed at the 
results. In seeing the medical and management team that Cen Biotech has in place I am sure it is only a matter 



of time before they are on the forefront of this new science and saving lives. 
To reiterate, Cen Biotech and Creative Edge Nutrition never made a statement that I found misleading to me as 
an investor and in my opinion has at all times had my best intefe8t as a shareholder in mind. 
Again - PLEASE contact me personally at the phone number or email address below should you have any 
questions. 

Sincerely 



Fwd: Just cc'ing you: 
1 message 

To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

You might have some of these already 

--Forwarded mp.~~~n~ --

Date: Mar 29, 2015 2:48 PM 

Cc: 

To V\lhom It May Concern: 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 3:50 PM 

I understand that your office is currently investigating Cen Biotech (FITX). I would like to officially voice my 
experience as an investor in this company. Please contact me personally should you have any questions. To 
preface, I have a bachelor of science degree in economics and finance and have been a licensed, practicing 
attorney in Pennsylvania as vvell being admitted to practice in U.S. federal court. I have personally litigated 
cases of consumer protection law, anti-trust law, and have conducted numerous fraud investigations for 
banking/lending institutions. I mention this background as I consider myself to be very savvy when making 
business decisions and have spent much of my professional career detecting behavior that is not above board. 
With all of this in mind I have personally found Cen Biotech to have been a 100% forthright in all of their dealings 
with me as an investor. I initially invested in this company when my research uncovered that they had made it to 
the stage of licensing with Health Canada where a letter to build their facility had been issued. I had researched 
Health Canada's own guidelines and saw the remaining steps necessary for license. I made my 
subsequent investments based on that and continued to invest over the next year. 
(As a side note, through my research process I happened to stumble on to a few \Yebsites that were labeled 
"stock research" boards. I was shocked to see posters on these boards posting in excess of 500 plus negative 
posts per week. It is my understanding that there are companies who pay posters for such things in order to 
drive a stock down. It appears as though the media was eventually recruited towards this same goal). 
I will keep the rest of my email relatively short. As it stands, in my opinion I feel as though I was never misled 
by Cen Biotech. I do however feel as though I was misled by Health Canada by their actions in not follOwing their 
own guidelines and procedures. In addition to Health Canada's own negligence, in my legal opinion the town of 
Lakeshore clearly exercised ex post facto or retroactive zoning measures in regards to Cen Biotech's facility on 
Manning Road by changing the zoning regulations AFTER the facility had been built. From my prior experience 
this is an immediate Red Flag that the town counsel of Lakeshore may have compromised their integrity in some 
fashion. This was most likely a major roadblock to license issuance by Health Canada. The delays caused by 
Health Canada and by the town of Lakeshore gave those with a negative agenda against the company the fuel to 
attack the company in an attempt to say that the company was not following through with their licensing efforts 
when in fact every requirement was in fact met in a very timely manner. I also feel as though the Feburary 23, 
2015 article by the Globe and Mail that had the headline "Ottawa rejects marijuana firm CEN Biotech's licence 
application" was libelous against the company and therefore against me as a shareholder because Cen Biotech's 
license was NOT denied on February 23, 2015. The rest of the article clarified the headline to some extent but 
still left the impression that the license application had been denied as of that date. This is just one example of 
the media's attack on the company and the stock value. There is case law to show that this article reaches the 
level of libel and am in the process of researching all other articles that have been written. To date I feel as 
though we shareholders may have cause for legal action against at least these three entities, and possibly 
others that have or are currently in the process of wrongfully impeding the progress of Cen Biotech. I am fully 
prepared to pursue all avenues of recourse against any party wrongfully impeding this progress and I am fairly 
confident that enough shareholders are of the same opinion that these will be class actions suits. Currently I do 



not have infonnation at my disposal as to the crux of your officels investigation, but that information will most 
likely be sought in some form should adverse action be taken against Cen Biotech. I would be most interested in 
seeing infonnation on the complaining parties, including all stock purchase dates, all stock sale dates, any 
subsequent purchase dates, and number of shares traded in each transaction along with the personal details of 
their complaint. I would also be interested in the names and addresses of these complaining parties so as to 
cross reference with the various IP addresses of those posting on various online message boards. Of course 
eventual full discovery including deposition and cross examination of each complaining party and all media 
outlets involved should that stage become necessary. It is of course my hope that no legal action will be 
necessary against any of the above parties and that an amicable resolution can be found as soon as possible, if 
for no other reason so that we can start producing the medications that will help the patients that need it. I have 
recently been researching the benefits of this drug in treating childhood seizures and have been amazed at the 
results. In seeing the medical and management team that Cen Biotech has in place I am sure it is only a matter 
of time before they are on the forefront of this new science and saving lives. 
To reiterate, Cen Biotech and Creative Edge Nutrition never made a statement that I found misleading to me as 
an investor and in my opinion has at all times had my best interest as a shareholder in mind. 
Again - PLEASE contact me personally at the phone number or email address below should you have any 
questions. 

Sincel'PJv 

! . 
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FITX Cen-Biotech 
3 messages 

To: losangeles@sec.gov 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

To whom it may concern: 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 4:07 PM 

I am writing to you as a long-term investor in CEN-Biotech (ticker FITX), and in full support of the company. I 
would like to give some historical background and some investor perspective, from someone who has watched 
the company from the very beginning. I would sincerely appreciate if you would spend the time to read it, and 
pass it on to all who may be involved in any decision making processes having to do with CEN-Biotech 
regarding any potential ongoing investigations of the company. 1'm not sure if there is any investigation of the 
company currently t but I figured I would send this just in case since the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) 
had reportedly been investigating them. However, I feel any investigation is for unfair reasons, and has been 
triggered by misleading information and twisting of truths from individuals with an agenda to stop the company 
from being successful. Let me explain. 

I initially became invested in March, 2013. Bill Chaaban had replaced the current CEO in April 2012. Shortly 
after becoming CEO I Bill Chaaban announced milestones and goals that he wanted to accomplish over the next 
couple of years in terms of bringing sports nutrition products to market. He was starting from scratch. However, 
not only did he bring Metabolic Xtreme to market, but he quickly brought several other products through research 
and development and to market, including AminoPlex and Hyperlnfusion. The products were quickly brought to 
market on the biggest online supplement websites, particularly bodybuilding. com, where these products were 
outselling more than half of all products sold on that site at one point. 

Mr. Chaaban also wanted to get a ticker change to reflect the current business ,that had nothing to do with the 
old business, so he had it changed from LBGE to FITX. Not only did he get the nutritional side of the company 
up and running strongly (which is still ongoing), he announced and began development of the medical marijuana 
subsidiary (CEN-Biotech) in March, 2013. Given the goals announced for the nutritional side, all of which were 
followed through strategically over the next couple years, I knew that Mr. Chaaban had integrity, character, and 
was goal-driven. So, I knew he would work diligently no differently with the CEN-Biotech subsidiary, which he 
did from the beginning and has continued to do. 

Similarly to how he announced goals and plans for the nutritional side of the company, and followed through on 
every one of them, he also announced goals and plans for the newly formed subsidiary CEN-Biotech. As 
investors, we again began to see steady progress from the build out of the facility in Lakeshore Ontario 
(following full approvals from the Town of Lakeshore, as well as receiving a "Ready to Build" letter from Health 
Canada), industry networking, and other tangible progress. Everything continued to appear on track and followed 
his earlier announcements precisely. 

Bill Chaaban recruited an absolutely amazing board of directors (BOD) and medical team consisting of expert 
physician-scientists with world-renowned recognition and NIH-funding in the medical, SCientific, research, and 
financial industries including a prior senior level executive at Fidelity and J PMorgan, as well as John Germinario, 
who works with the US SEC (securities exchange commission). The magnitude and achievements of these 
personnel are proof that they would not be joining just any company if the company were not legitimate. 

Everything continued to be on track and correlated accurately with every announcement made. Then, we began 
to run into delays, which were due to Health Canada taking much longer than expected for coming to inspect the 
CEN-Biotech facility. These delays were months and months despite the company being ready for inspection. 
This added to decreasing share price. When they finally did come to inspect many months later, the report 
stated that approval was recommended pending the correction of 2 very minor issues (a screen over a vent, and 
the security camera angle). Again, we began to wait many more months for final approval, even though these 
minor issues were quickly fixed. Again, this caused the share price to decline further. 



In these many months of delay, the Town of Lakeshore began to change their stance. They initially welcomed 
the company to Lakeshore in a public video http://vimeo.com/83685127 and had received approvals for their 
facility build-out. This public support of the town's officials was one reason many investors were attracted to the 
company. However, in more recent months while the delays due to Health Canada were occurring, the town 
council also decided to try to change the local bylaws and change the zoning in a way that WOUld. inhibit CEN
Biotech from operating. A few nearby residents began to complain about the project with outlandish 
claims/concerns just as license was coming, despite watching the buildings go up and saying nothing for all of 
the preceding months. It later came out in a letter by the company to the town councilors that some of these 
same few neighbors were attempting to extort significant compensation in monetary value and employment in 
return for their support of the company/building, which the company did not stand for (and rightfully so). 

These few neighbors were able to influence their local councilors to attempt to write a new bylaw stating medical 
cannabis grow-ops need to be zoned industrial, not agricultural (CEN-Biotech is agricultural). From the medical 
perspective, this is a disastrous idea given environmental toxins in an industrial area, such as heavy metals and 
other microbial and inorganic toxins. The mayor also began to flip-flop regarding CEN-Biotech, suspected to be 
politically driven. There have been identical zoning motions passed by other towns that were struck down by the 
provincial government, saying that grow-ops do not require industrial zoning. The town clearly knew what was 
being built the whole time, provided building permits, along with the ready to build letter from Health Canada. In 
televised Town Council meetings, the leadership did not take the advice of their hired experts. In addition, there 
was a letter written from these few residents and their attorney to Health Canada as well asking them to 
delay/avoid license to CEN-Biotech, which added more delay. This of course led to a further decline in share 
price. 

Along with the delay from the above issues, we began to see an assault against CEN-Biotech by the media. In 
particular, Grant Robertson of the Globe and Mail has targeted CEN-Biotech with a relentless assault of 
articles, many of which have not been based on true facts, or twisting of the actual facts. I have watched his 
articles timed with every time that the stock has a continued uptrend in share value. He will then release several 
articles in a row that caused the stock to drop Significantly. I have watched this. occur over and over. His 
misleading articles have alone caused the biggest loss of shareholder value. In my opinion, I honestly feel that 
he has a personal agenda against the company, likely being funded by trader groups, competitor companies (my 
guess), or something else. I sincerely hope that he is investigated for his role in loss of shareholder value, 
because he is a central piece. Matt Finston and Chris Parry are two bloggers and writers who have also been 
relentlessly attacking CEN-Biotech during all of the delays the company has suffered, driving share price even 
further down. In fact, Grant Robertson has quoted and discussed Matt Finston several times in his articles, 
and I wouldn't be surprised if these individuals were all working together somehow for a common goal of 
destroying the company through misleading articles and claims. I truly hope this investigation is fair and they are 
all investigated. Matt Flnston has also talked about shorting FITX on his Twitter and there are 
shareholders who have all of these screenshots saved. 

There is documentation of Libby Davies meeting with the Tilray lobbyists - a competitor of Cen-Biotech, 
and later on Ubby was quoted in one of Grant Robertson's misleading articles on CEN-Biotech, also attacking 
the company herself. I hope that paper and money trails are evaluated with these individuals. A prior high-level 
Tweed executive was also attacking FITX on his Twitter. I honestly feel there is an orchestrated attack against 
the company in attempts to cause them to fail, likely from competitors who feel threatened by CEN-Biotech 
since they would be the largest grower upon licensure, and possibly from trading groups who could be shorting 
the stock. This is just speculation, but I wouldn't at all be surprised as I have watched everything closely unfold 
since the very beginning, before Mr. Chaaban even took over as CEO. These misleading articles, blogs, and 
events have now influenced Health Canada negatively, which led to license denial for CEN-Biotech. This is an 
unjust decision, based on misleading journalism with a skewed agenda. 

Please read through this page on the CEN-Biotech website, which addresses many of these issues and investor 
concems: 

http://W.MV.cenbiotechinc.com/PlatfonnApps/CEN/c1/faq.html 

Never once did I feel misled in anyway by any announcements or public releases from the company or Mr. 
Chaaban. There are over 2100 investors alone on a dedicated CEN-Biotech investor page on the intemet who 
feel the same way, which is why we have stuck it out continuously. We have lost significant value in our 
investments. This is not because of Bill Chaaban, or any statements he or the company has made. He has 
worked tirelessly to make the company a success, evident by all the historical progress I described above. 
These losses are purely due to the events, agendas, and manipulation discussed above, which have erroneously 



influenced Health Canada. 

CEN-Biotech has been painted in a very unfair and blatantly untrue light in the media. As one of many investors, 
I'm sick of watching it happen with no repercussions against these individuals (such as Grant Robertson, 
Mayor Tom Bain and councilors, local neighbors in Lakeshore, Matt Finston, and Chris Parry). The only 
investigation that should be ongoing in my opinion is against Grant Robertson, these aforementioned individuals, 
the Town of Lakeshore, and Health Canada, rather than the company itself. I sincerely hope that your team will 
quickly find this to be the case. 

For those with disabling neurologic diseases, it is an absolute shame how much of a delay the company has 
sustained in beginning their research and development of medical cannabis strains and medications, all due to 
the influence from misleading articles and manipulative behaviors above, as well as unjust retroactive changes 
in bylaws that the town of Lakeshore has been attempting to pass. I continued to stay invested in CEN-Biotech 
because I was excited (and still am) with their plans for moving the science of medical cannabis forward, along 
with the outstanding medical professionals they had collected on their Board of Directors who would be involved 
in the research and company. It is honestly quite sad for the patients who need better quality medications, which 
CEN-Biotech has been waiting to begin production of, only to continue being delayed for unjust reasons based 
on false and misleading journalism as discussed above. 

I implore you to please investigate fairly, and please investigate the entities mentioned above who have played 
the biggest role in loss of shareholder value. I have watched this company unfold from the very beginning. I have 
watched Bill Chaaban attain all of the company's stated goals until the above issues halted the company's 
progress. I only hope that these issues will be brought to light and the company is cleared and able to continue 
with their previously stated goals for the future. 

I have been an active investor for over 33 years, and I have never seen such a blatant and coordinated attack 
against a legitimate company I II 

Sincerely, 

To: Rona.ambrose@parl.gc.ca 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

Minister Ambrose, 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Admin ~~~<admin@cenbiotechinr. r.nm> 
------ - ~-~~--~- --~ ---.---" -----..-.---'--

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: March 29,2015 at 4:07:14 PM EDT 
To: losangeles@sec.gov 
Cc: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 
Subject: FITX Cen-Blotech 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 4:10 PM 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 4:40 PM 
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Last summer, securities administrators across the country discussed a 
new rule called Multilateral Instrument 51-105, which states that OTC 
market companies in the U.S. that want to operate in Canada must 
comply with Canadian reporting rules - which means filing 
prospectuses, audited financials and other disclosure documents 
typically expected of a public company. 

The goal was to improve disclosure standards for these companies and 
to discourage abusive "promotional activities," such as inaccurate or 
exaggerated claims made to investors. 

The new rule, proposed by British Columbia, was accepted by the other 
provinces - except Ontario, which disagreed that it was needed. 

That means a company like Creative Edge doesn't have to answer to the 
Ontario Securities Commission. 

In an e-mailed statement, the OSC said it investigated last year to 
see if such problems were an issue but "has not found sufficient 
evidence of abusive activity being conducted in Ontario." 

Health Canada now finds itself in the position of potentially granting 
a licence to a company that does not fall under the watch of any 
financial regulator. 

The introduction of 51-105 stemmed from "a desire to step in and be 
the regulator of last resort, if you will, for companies that Vleren't 
otherwise regulated," said Rob Lando, a corporate securities lawyer at 
Osler. "It says, since no one else is regulating you, we will." 

But Ontario's refusal to sign on creates a "safe haven" for aTC 
companies, he added. "Maybe the word is out that Ontario is open 
season because it's the only province that doesn't have 51-105. It's 
possible. "" 

http://m.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/how-much-does-ottawa-know-about-the-medical-marijuana
companies-its-licens ing/article22008885/?service= mobile 

But then on March 25 2015, he reports that the OSC is investigating CEN Biotech: 

"CEN Biotech, a company that soared to be worth hundreds of millions 
of dollars last year on claims that it was being licensed to build the 
world's largest medical marijuana facility in Canada, is under 
investigation by the Ontario Securities Commission. 

The regulator said Wednesday it is looking into the company and its 
parent firm, but did not provide further details, such as how long the 
investigation has been going on or if regulators in the United States 
are involved. 

"The asc has an active investigation into this matter," Carolyn 
Shaw-Rimmington, spokeswoman for the OSC, said in an e-mail to The 
Globe and Mail. II 

http://YNI'N.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/ ontario-securities-commission-probing-marijuana-firm-cen
biotech/article236224721 

Meanwhile, since his latest article was published, the stock was lost 
30% of itls valuelll And to that point, Grant Robertson of the Globe 
and Mail has written 11 or 12 articles accusing the CEO of wrongdoing, 
but has never proven anything other than spreading accusations and 



innuendoes. Every time he published an article the stock PPS dropped 
dramatically! 

I did a bit more digging and found that indeed the OSC does not 
investigate OTC stocks as it did not sign on to 51-105. 

I am sure that you are well aware of the problems that CEN Biotech has 
had with the Town of Lakeshore, but what might you might not know is 
that other Licensed MMPR companies have been possibly connected to the 
demise of CEN Biotech. 

I did some research and also found and an interesting connection 
between Aphria CEO Vic Neufeld and the Town of Lakeshore. It might not 
be anything, but the connections and the comment by Mr. Neufeld about 
CEN Biotech's License application were enough for me to be suspicious. 

Vic Neufeld is fonner CEO of Jamieson Laboratories in Windsor. They 
are Canada's oldest and largest Vitamin company. He is a power broker 
in the region and sits on the board of Windsor Canada Utilities and 
most recently was appointed to the Windsor Federal Credit Union board. 

He said this in a December Windsor Star article - 11 ''They must be 
livid in Ottawa right now," Aphria Inc. CEO Vic Neufeld said of the 
likely Health Canada response to the recent reports on CEN Biotech. II 

http://blogs.windsorstar.com/news/questions-raised-over-Iakeshore-pot-plan 

He is also friends with Marty Komsa, the CEO of WFCU, who also sits on 
the board of Windsor Canada Utilities. Komsa recently christened the 
new Aquatic Center in Lakeshore brandishing the name Windsor Federal 
Credit Union. 

http://blogs.windsorstar.com/news/lakeshore-names-aquatic-centre-wfcu-community-pools-and-splashpad 

http://YIINW.ottawacitizen.com/Local+golfers+Alex+Mclntyre+extreme+left+ Ryan+ Hughes+ 
extreme+right+pose+with+WFCU+ Marty+Komsa+J amieson+Laboratorie s+ Neufeld+ Roseland+ 
Golf+Course+Windsor+ They+attended+media+conference+Windsor+Roseland+Charity+ 
Classic+WFCU+J amieson+were/6522686/story .html 

https:/I.WWW.wfcu.calSharedContentiMediaRelease/News ok 20Release_ WFCUok20Held% 
203oth%20Annual%20Meeting.pdf 

http://YIINW.enwin.com/abouticorporate.directors . cfm 

Strangely, Aphria released a PR last week which stated that they were 
working' with Health Canada, which is a charge that was made against 
Bill Chabaan to which Health Canada said they do not work with 
anyone ... 

"Aphria also announced that it successfully renewed its license to 
cultivate and sell marijuana under the Marihuana for Medical Purposes 
Regulations C'MMPR"). However, commensurate with its announcement last 
week of a two-phase expansion plan, the first part of which will 
commence immediately, Aphria will be working with Health Canada to 
increase the amount it is pennitted to cultivate and sell under the 
MMPR from its current annualized growing capacity of 1,400 kilograms 
to 2,50" 

http://YIINW.marketwired.com/press-releaseiaphria-successfully-amends-license-to-allow-for-wholesale-shipping
tsx -venture-aph-2003413. htm 



I 
And coincidentally, Grant Robertson did some nice write ups on Aphria -

http://m.theglobeandmail.com/repart-on-bus iness/fram-vitamins-to-pot -a-ceos-new-g rowth-pl ani article18979550/? 
service=mobile 

http://m.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/health-canada-grants-aphria-licence-to-grow-and-sell-marijuanal 
article21821901/?service=mobile 

I have seen Chuck Rifici, the former CEO, use Twitter to Tweet out a 
multiple of Tweets calling FITX a scam. I have even seen an email 
received by another Long Investor that sho\NS Brendan Kennedy, former 
CEO of Til ray , and head of Privateer Holdings calling FI~ a scam. 

To demonstrate very real fraud and deception, I have included 
screenshots and a formal complaint that I filed with the SEC back in 
July conceming a member of the IHUb community impersonating Kirk 
Foran, a Canadian public official from Lakeshore, in order to 
manipulate the stock. He went by rolphtonair on IHub and then had a 
false Facebook account under the name Eddie Jorge Falco. He emailed me 
under the name Joey Sunstrom trying to gain my confidence to 
perpetuate his fraud. He said in the email that he had corresponded 
with one Nathan Armstrong of the now defunct Motive Industries who had 
developed a Hemp Composite of which Creative Edge Nutrition came to 
own the molds and tooling through their Hemp Technologies division. I 
was able to do a Google image search and connected the FB user profile 
to be the same as one Eddie Tsao of Toronto. I can not say for certain 
that the person responsible for the fraud is Eddie Tsao, but that it 
what I found. 

I have also included screenshots of a Twitter conversation that I had 
with Chris Pany of Stockhouse. com where he admits to being a paid 
stock promoter. He has been the author of many negative article abaut 
Creative Edge Nutrition and CEN Biotech. 

I have never been witness to so much Bashing against a stock in all of 
the time that I have invested in the stock market. I know that it 
occurs, but I have never personally been invested in a stock where it 
did occur. 

I wanted to share a sample of the sort af information that has been 
spread over the past year conceming the company and I hope that you 
will at least consider that there are forces at work here who indeed 
wish for CEN Biotech to fail before they've ever been given the 
opportunity to run a business. 

Best regards, 
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Thanks and Support 
1 message 

To: "admin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

To Bill and Company 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 1 :45 PM 

In February of 2014 I bought my first few shares of FITX shares. A family member found your company. 
Since that day I have followed everything I could follow, and as of March 27 2015 I added more shares 
never selling a share. From 10 cents to under 1 cent I still believe in what you are doing for the share 
holders, but more so for what you want to do for the people who need the medicine, and research. 
Thank you all for putting up with threats, manipulation, dishonesty from so many. 
God bless you all for what you have put up with over the last year. 
r"'::mks for all your time. 



Administrative Office <admin@cenbiot8chinc.com> 

CEN Biotech 
1 message 

Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 1:48 PM 
To: "osangeles@sec.gov" <osangeles@sec.gov>, "inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, 
lIadmin@cenbiotechinc.com" <admin@cenbiotechinc.com>, ndbattagello@windsorstar.comn 

<dbattagello@windsorstar.com> 

To \lVhom it Concerns: 

Good evening. I am a long time shareholder of CEN Biotech (Ticker: FITX) and am writing to you today to 
express my concern that my investment is being unfairly treated by various entities. 

In most recent news, I have become aware that the Ontario Securities Commission is starting an investigation 
into CEN Biotech. 

As a shareholder, I have been dismayed and offended at the conduct of Health Canada, The Town of Lakeshore, 
and the Globe and Mail, specifically the Senior Business Writer Grant Robertson. It is my utmost belief that Bill 
Chaaban has been the most honest and transparent a CEO can legally be and if there is any question as a 
regard to his character it is my belief that it is because he has been continuously mislead by The Town of 
Lakeshore and Health Canada. 

Bill Chaaban has been tirelessly working to put together an unparalleled team of professionals to make the lives 
better of so many people who need an alternative form of QUALITY medicine. This company has been politically 
and maliciously delayed too long in an effort to save and improve the lives of so many Canadian citizens, and 
people across the globe. To deny this company that opportunity to do so after successfully building a 
multimillion-dollar facility under the blessing of Mayor Tom Bain I might add, would be inhumane. 

I believe the company has played by and complied with all of the laws, rules and regulations required of an 
MMPR applicant and noted in CEN Biotech's pre-license inspection report by a Health Canada Official "Based 
on the information provided during the inspection, the applicant will be ready and able to meet the requirements 
of the MMPR ... ". Please note, the educated investors who have been closely following the company know we 
have NOT been mislead by our companies executives but have been by the outside entities that I mentioned 
above and have caused me considerable financial harm. 

I stand behind CEO Bill Chaaban and the vision of CEN Biotech. 

Thank you for your time, 

Proud Shareholder of FITX 
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Fwd: Cen Biotech Support 
1 message 

Editorial Team <editor@mmj.today> 
To: admin@cenbiotechinc.com 

--Forwarded message --

Date: Mar 29,2015 11:34 AM 
Subject: Cen Biotech Support 
To: <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca> 
Cc: 

To Whom It May Concern: 

• " ............ ,., " .. 'WV .... ..,.~. " • .,.... ~ ... -.. ", .~.- -- "" --:-" -~r"-:" ... 

Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 12:44 PM 

It has been brought to my attention that the OSC began an open investigation into the operations of Cen 
Biotech, US ticker FITX. I have been a shareholder since November of 2013, as Cen Biotech was being courted 
by both Lakeshore Mayor Tom Bain, Sandra Pupatello and Health Canada to build a wortd class, cutting edge 
medical marijuana company. The statements made to the publics were that CEN win bring in jobs and new tax 
rolls to the community of Lakeshore, Essex. The January of 2014 press conference and announcement with 
Mayor Bain, Sandra Pepatello, CEO Bill Chaaban and others was an incredible demonstration of support by the 
Mayor and VP of Economic Development Sandra Pupatello. This was a benchmark and vital turning pOint for not 
only myself but thousands of other investors but CEN Biotech as it confirmed the support by the local 
govemment to build. As an aside, I am not a novice investor and have over 20 years conducting due diligence 
and investing both in public and private companies. I know a great opportunity when I see one and CEN clearly 
was on track and verified by the government officials in lockstep together. 

Please review this leading indicator from Mayor Bain and CEO Economic Development Sandra Pupatello. 

https:llvimeo.com/83685127 

Mr Chaaban has always been 100% accurate, honest and has always looked out for the shareholders best 
interests. He assembled an all star Board of Directors that consisted of Wall Street top executives, the worlds 
most prominent SEC whistleblower and top research scientists. All of which are aimed to create and develop 
new treatments for children suffering from deadly seizures and many other inoperable acute diseases. I happen 
to be one of the patients who would benefit the most as a recent cancer survivor and look to CEN as a pioneer 
of this new industry. 
This isn't only about making money as you may now see, it is a life's dream for Mr Chaaban, myself and millions 
of others fighting off incurable disease and suffering through the same old big Phanna sCript to pop more pills 
path to nowhere. Mr Chaaban, the BOD and their team NEVER and I mean NEVER once misled myself or 
anyone that I know (which is in the thousands), that have invested into CEN. I have a significant investment into 
CEN and absolutely reject this notion and condemn anyones efforts to paint this negative picture. 

VVhen Mr Chaaban began this project, he raised private capital and invested millions of his own funds to launch 
the buildout. Todd Cain and others cleared the path for CEN or any company to follow the established MMPR 
compliancy laws, and if a company does complete the steps, they would be rewarded a license to grow. CEN 
met and even raised all criteria along the way and was given the final inspection on July 31,2014. Per the CEN 
timeline, the HC inspector stated that CEN could expect license within 1-2 weeks. HC then shut off the 
communications to CEN and in the process the dark underbelly of the OTC markets appeared and commenced 
on unprecedented attacks on CEN. From July 31,2014 through today there have been dozens of articles 
publishes, racist videos made and personal threats of bodily harm to Mr Chabaan and others involved as 
shareholders and employees. One such basher, Chris Parry even tweeted to the employer of a long shareholder 
with the intent to make this shareholder lose their employment. There are many other threats and disgusting acts 
that occurred targeting CEN and everyone involved during this period while CEN was waiting on final approval 
(per inspectors/MMPR laws). 
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Administrative Office <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> 

Testimonial Regarding CENBIOTECH 
3 messages 

Sun, Mar 29, 2015 at 12:18 PM 
r 0: "inquines@osc.gov.on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "chicago@sec.govn <chicago@sec.gov> 

I am certain by this time, this correspondence is only one of many you are receiving regarding recent decisions 
about the licensing of CENBIOTECH for production of medical Marijuana and character attacks on the company 
and its CEO, Mr. Bill Chabaan. 

I am an average joe kind of guy. I like many others work, pay taxes and hope for a brighter future for myself and 
my family by doing so. I know the playing field isn' level so where I can I try to invest to help offset that aspect 
of life. In the case of my investment in CENBIOTECH also like many others have seen my investment diminish 
in market value over time. At first it appeared to be from typical bureaucratic delays in the application and 
approval process but as time went on and in light of the most recent activities it appears to be a concerted and 
organized effort to delay, deny and possibly destroy this company. The evidentiary information has been 
provided in the other correspondence you have received and should provide a j~mp to your investigative arms 
intelligence gathering. 

I took it on faith when another company had planned to invest a Significant amount of money with Mr. Chabaan 
that they had vetted his company and him personally. I don' have the resources to investigate business 
dealings, nor would I know how to. After then exploring a bit more into who he and this company were and what 
their plan was I convinced myself I was on the right track. And began concentrating my funds into 
CENBIOTECH. I have been following developments since my initial purchase of shares and quite frankly am 
frustrated at the continued assault on the company and Mr. Chabaan by political entities, so called joumalists 
and their outlets. 

I believe in Mr. Chabaan's vision of providing quality medicinal products to those in need. I believe he has played 
by and complied with all the laws, rules and regulations required of an applicant. I believe as one of our other 
investors put it recently there is big money at stake in this industry and that brings big thieves. 

I have tremendous concem regarding the secretive nature of your investigations and reporting of findings but am 
willing to concede that is your charter. My only appeal is that you keep the playing field level, keep political 
influence at bay and judiciously look into all players. Please find the thieves and restore my confidence in 
government oversight agencies. 

Thank you for your time, 

Admin CEN <admin@cenbiotechinc.com> Sun, Mar 29,2015 at 12:20 PM 

Begin forwarded message: 

i 
Date: March 29.2015 at l~:lt1:.;)O r-nll cur 
To: "inquiries@osc.gov .on.ca" <inquiries@osc.gov.on.ca>, "chicago@sec.gov" 
<chicago@sec.gov> 


